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In this note several semantics of logic programming are given and equivalence of these semantics is proven. The technique of transition systems is used to describe the semantics of a subset of Prolog and Concurrent Prolog. A notion of fairness is introduced in order to model infinite computations of logic programs.
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This paper is the result of our joint stay at the Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science
(CWI). For a year we have worked on the project "Logic Programming" together with Jaco de
Bakker, John-Jules Meyer, Joost Kok and Jan Rutten. In this group we discussed several papers and
ideas concerning logic programming. The project has led to this paper.
First we will give a brief description of what we have done in the various chapters. In chapter 1 we
give a general introduction to logic programming. Something is told about the way one can interpret
logic programming. Chapter 2 describes several semantics of logic programming and equivalence of
these semantics is proven. Chapter 3 describes semantics for a variant of logic programming, for a
subset of Prolog and for a subset of Concurrent Prolog. A proof of equivalence of the semantics with
respect to the subset of Prolog is given. Chapter 4 deals with infinite computations with logic programs. In chapter 5 some comments are given and some remarks about future research are made.
At the end of this prolog, we want to thank the members of the above mentioned group for their
support and constructive criticism. Finally we thank "mcvax!boring" for processing this paper and
making it into a readable form.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Logic Programming

Logic programming began in the early 1970's as a direct outgrowth of earlier work in automatic
theorem proving and artificial intelligence. In 1965 Robinson [42] introduced the resolution inference
rule, which is particularly well-suited to automation on a computer. Kowalski [27] showed us a procedural interpretation of a subset of the first order logic, which makes it very effective as a programming language. One of the most important practical outcomes of the research so far has been the
language Prolog,[43]. Prolog is based on the so called Horn clause subset of logic.
One of the main ideas of logic programming is that an algorithm consists of two disjoint components, namely the logic and the control. The logic is the statement of what the problem is and the
control is the statement how to solve it. The ideal of logic programming is that a programmer should
only have to specify the logic. The control should be done by the logic programming system.
Unfortunately this ideal has not yet been achieved with current logic programming systems. In order
to achieve the ideal of logic programming we have to overcome two problems. The control problem:
For example in the logic programming language Prolog, a programmer provides a lot of control information by the ordering of the clauses and atoms in the clauses and by extra-logical control features,
such as cut. The negation problem: With the Hom clause subset of logic it is possible to prove the
validity of a positive literals, but nothing can be said about negative ones.
In this chapter we give an informal description of the procedural interpretation of logic programming. Besides the procedural interpretation there are two other interpretations of logic programming,
viz. the database-interpretation, (which we will not deal with) and the process-interpretation. In the
process-interpretation a goal is regarded as a system of concurrent processes. A step in the computation is the reduction of a process to a system of processes. Shared variables act as communication
channels between processes. One such interpretation is Concurrent Prolog of Shapiro, which we will
discuss in chapter 3.

SOME DEFINITIONS

The language is a subset of first order predicate calculus. In our definition we use a special kind
of wellformed formulas, viz. the Hom clause subset. As usual we assume formulas to be built up of
the well known connectives ---. and v, and the quantifier 'V.
Let A be an alphabet of a first order language. Let VAR be a denumerable collection of variables.
Let TERM (with typical elements s, t, ..) resp. ATOM (with typical elements a, ..) denote the collection of terms resp. the collection of all atoms over the alphabet A and with variables in VAR.
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A literal is an atom or the negation of an atom. A clause is a disjunction of literals. Variables are
implicitly universally quantified.
A substitution is a map 0 :VAR ~ TERM. If a(xJ> .. ,xn) is an atom with variables XJ> .. ,Xn, then
O(a(XJ> .• ,Xn))

=

a(O(x1), .. ,0(xn))

A unifier of two atoms a 1 and a2 is a substitution 0, such that O(a1) = O(a2). A most general unifier 0
is a unifier of two atoms a 1 and a2 , such that for every unifier cf> there is a substitution t[I, such that
t[I 0 0 = cf>. If a unifier exists then also the most general unifier exists.
Lloyd gives a nice and clear unification algorithm in [35]. The unification algorithm is a partial
function mgu: ATOMXATOM ~ (VAR~TERM), such that mgu( al> a 2) is a most general unifier
of the atoms a 1 and a2 , if it exists and otherwise it is undefined. We assume without loss of generality that if O=mgu(a1>a 2 ), then O(x)=x for all x f/. var(a1>a 2 }.

HORN CLAUSE LOGIC

In the next sections we only deal with a specific kind of clauses, namely the Horn clauses. These
are defined as follows:
- A definite clause is a clause which contains only one positive atom: a 0 v -,a 1 v .. v -,an. Another
notation is: a 0 <E-a 1 /\ .. /\an. If n=O, then the clause is called an axiom. If n>O, then the clause
is called a rule.
- A negative clause or goal clause is a clause, which contains only negative atoms: ,a1 v .. v ,an.
Another notation is: <E- a 1 /\ .. /\ an. If n = 0, then the clause is called the empty goal. We denote
the empty goal by true.
In the definite clause a 0 -E-a 1 A .. /\an we call a 0 the head of the clause and a 1 /\ .. /\an the body.
A logic program is a set of definite clauses.
The resolution inference rule due to Robinson [42] is in essence a rewrite rule, defined as follows:
given a goal clause <E- a1 /\ .. /\ an. Let a; be the selected atom to be rewritten. Let a <E- b 1 /\ .. /\ bm
be a definite clause, with no variables with <E- a 1 /\ .. /\an in common. such that the most general
unifier of a1 and a exists, say 0. Then the clause <E- O(a1 /\ .. /\a; -1 /\ b 1 A /\ bm /\a;+ 1 /\ .. /\an) is
obtained by resolution of a1 against a <E- b 1 A .. /\ bm. Given a logic program P and a goal clause
<E-a 1 /\ .• /\ an, we try to find by successive applications of the resolution inference rule an instance of
a 1 /\ .. /\an, which is a consequence of P. Then we derive that <E-a 1 /\ .. /\an and Pare inconsistent.
Hence <E-a 1 /\ •. /\an is refutable with respect to P.
A derivation of a goal clause G0 with respect to a logic program P, i.e. a set of definite clauses
{a; I I~i~q } is a sequence of negative clauses G 0 , GI>··· Gk> such that G; is obtained by resolution, of a conjunct of G; - t against some aj with mgu O;. A derivation has an associated substitution,
viz. the composition Ok 0 •• 0 01 of the most general unifiers determined within each step of the derivation.
A derivation can be infinite or finite. When it is finite it can be successful or failing. A finite derivation is successful when the last goal in the derivation yields the empty clause. fo this case the associated substitution is called the computed answer substitution. The derivation is called a refutation of
the initial goal clause. It fails when the selected atom in the last goal clause can not be rewritten by
any of the clauses a;.
In the rewrite process the selected atom will be specified by a so called computation rule (for example one can always choose the leftmost atom in the goal). With respect to successful computations
computation rules are equivalent, (i.e. they give equivalent answer substitutions). Although a given
computation rule defines the selected atom in a goal, there are several derivations possible since that
atom might be unifiable with the heads of different clauses.
A search tree is the representation of all the derivations which are possible for a given goal clause
and a given computation rule. The tree has as nodes goal clauses. The descendents of a node are the
goal clause of this node, in which the selected atom has been replaced by the body of a clause whose
head unifies the selected atom. The most general unifier is applied to the new (goal} node. This is
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for all the definite clauses, whose heads unifies the selected atom. It follows that different computation rules generally lead to different search trees.
A search rule is a strategy to find the finite path in a search tree, which correspond with refutations
of the initial goal.
For example the logic programming language Prolog uses as computation rule: leftmost and as search
rule: depth first (with ordering on the definite clauses). In chapter 3 of this paper we will give the
operational and denotational semantics of a subset of Prolog with these computation and search rule.

THE PROCEDURAL INTERPRETATION OF LOGIC PROGRAMS
In the procedural interpretation we regard the set of definite clauses as procedure declarations. The
head of the clause is the name of the procedure with "structured" formal parameters. The body of the
clause is a set of procedure calls. The goal clause is the main program, which is a set of procedure
calls. Finally the empty clause is the halt statement.
The inference rule (the resolution strategy) is similar to the dynamic copy rule for procedures, i.e.
the replacement of the procedure call by a copy of its body. Parameter passing and value return are
done by unification of a procedure call with a procedure head. A given variable in a procedure head
can behave differently with different procedure calls.
A variable can act partially as input and partially as output parameter: a partial value can be passed
to a procedure which then computes a further approximation which is passed back to the caller.
There are also local variables, which only occur in the procedure body and not in the procedure head.
The described procedural interpretation of logic programming is thus similar to the operational
interpretation of the imperative programming languages.
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Chapter 2
The Semantics of Logic Programming

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter various semantics of logic programming are described: a model-theoretic semantics,
a fix.point semantics, an operational semantics, a leftmost semantics and a denotational semantics.
Here the domains of interpretation are sets of ground atoms and sets of answer subtitutions. Also an
operational and denotational semantics is given with multisets of answer substitution as domain.
2.1. Various semantics of logic programming

DEFINITIONS

Let VAR be a denumerable collection of variables, with typical element x. Let A be an alphabet of
a first order language. Let TERM, resp. ATOM denote the collection of all terms, resp. the collection of all atoms over the alphabet A and with variables in VAR. Let CONJ denote the collection of
all conjunctions of atoms. Especially the empty conjunction, denoted by true is a member of CONJ.
t, a, resp. care typical elements of TERM, ATOM, resp. CONJ.
Let { VAR; I O~i } be a partition of VAR in infinite, pairwise disjoint subsets. Define VAR,.;;m =
Ur'=o VAR;. The collection CLAUSE of all definite Hom clauses with typical element a is defined
by a::= a~ c where var(a,c)CVAR 0 • The collection PROG of all logic programs with typical element P is defined by P:: = a I (P' UP"). The collection SENT of all logic programs with input, with
typical element S is defined by S:: = P ~c. A renaming is a permutation of VAR. Fix for each collection VAR; some renaming o/; from VAR 0 onto VAR;. If Pisa logic program, then P; is the logic
program obtained by replacement of each occurrence of xEVAR 0 by o/;(x)EVAR;. If {X',X"} C
CONJ or CLAUSE then X' is called a variant of X" if there exists a renaming If! of VAR such that X'
can be obtained from X" by replacement of each occurrence of a variable x by o/(x ).
Every f :VAR-7TERM induces a mapping f :ATOM-7ATOM in a straightforward manner. If
f:VAR-7TERM then dom(j) = { xEVAR I f(x)=l=x} and rge(j) = U { var(j(x)) I
x Edom(f) }. The class SUBSTwith typical element cp is defined by SUBST = { f :VAR-7TERM I
dom(j)nrge(f)= 0 }. A variable-free term, atom or conjunction is called a ground term, atom or
conjunction. If a EATOM then the ground closure [a] of a is defined by [a] = { cp(a)EATOM I
cpESUBST s.t. var(cp(a))= 0 }. Let NUM denote the set of natural numbers.
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MODEL-THEORETIC SEMANTICS
In this section we stress the logical component of logic programming. When we regard logic programs just as first order theories, we can use the standard semantics of predicate logic to give meaning
to them. However, we are not interested in arbitrary models of logic programs. In order to make a
comparison between the model-theoretic semantics and other ones we construct models of logic programs with a special universe, where we have control over the elements.
Let A be an alphabet of a first order language. The Herbrand universe HU of A is the collection
of all ground terms of A. The Herbrand base HB of A is the collection of all ground atoms of A. A
Herbrand interpretation is just a subset of HB. Given a logic program, the Herbrand universe, the
Herbrand base and the Herbrand interpretations are taken with respect to the alphabet of P.
Let C, F resp R be the collection of constants, function symbols and relation symbols of A. A Herbrand interpretation I induces an interpreting structure of A, (HU,*), where
1. if c EC then c * = c;
2. iffEFk-ary, thenf(ti. .. ,tk) = f(ti. .. ,tk);
3. if rER k-ary, then r* ={ (ti. .. ,tk) I r(ti. .. ,tk) EI}.
Satisfaction in such a structure is as usual. If P is a logic program with alphabet A, then a Herbrand
interpretation which satisfies the logic program P itself is called a Herbrand model of P.
Apparently, every logic program has a Herbrand model, e.g. HB itself, because of the special form
of definite Hom-clauses. Moreover, Herbrand models have the intersection property, i.e. the intersection of all Herbrand models is again a Herbrand model. Hence we can talk about the least Herbrand
model of P.
(2.1) DEFINITION Let P be a logic program. Then the model-theoretic semantics 01L(P) of P is
defined by 01L(P) = n { M I Mis a Herbrand model of P }.
FIXPOINT SEMANTICS
If we look at a Herbrand model of a logic program P, then the axioms and rules of P are satisfied
by the induced structures. So intuitively the several relations of the structures contain the ground
instances of the axioms and are closed with respect to ground instances of the rules. We formalize
this intuition by the definition of a transformation of the powerset of the Herbrand base, that reflects
the underlying idea of closedness with respect to a logic program.
(2.2) DEFINITION Let P be a logic program. We associate with Pa mapping '5:6J(HB)-'>6J(HB),
'5(/)={ </>(ao)EHB I ao~a 1 /\ •• /\a,EP, r;;;a.O; q,ESUBST; </>(a 1), •• ,</>(a,)E/ }.
Because of the simple structure of the complete lattice <6J(HB), C >, it is easy to see that '5 is a
continuous map of 6J(HB) to itself. Especially we have both l.fp('5) = n{I E6J(HB) I '5(l)Cl} and
lfp ('5) = U ~=O 5n ( 0 ). Another consequence of the definition of '5 is the equivalence for each Herbrand interpretation I of "I satisfies P" on the one hand, and "'5(!) Cl" on the other.
Now we are ready to define the so-called fixpoint semantics of a logic program. It will play an intermediate role between the model-theoretic and operational approach.
(2.3) DEFINITION Let P be a logic program and let '5 be the transformation of 6J(HB) associated
with P. The fixpoint semantics 'if(P) of P is defined by 'if(P) = lfp('5).
The next theorem justifies the introduction of the transformation '5. It states that the fixpoint
semantics and the model-theoretic semantics coincide.
(2.4) THEOREM Let P be a logic program. Then 01L(P) = 'if(P).
PROOF Let a be ground atom. Then a E01L(P) iff a En { M cHB
P } iff a En { I CHB I '5(/)Cl } iff a Elfp('5) iff a E'if(P). D

I Mis

a Herbrand model of
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In this section we focus on the computational component of logic programming. We consider a
logic program as a set of rewrite rules with side effects. A computation by a logic program is just a
sequence of applications of the rewrite rules on a goal with the side effects globally registrated.
The rewrite procedure starting with some initial goal eventually terminates. In this case we are
interested in the result of the computation. Sometimes the rewrite procedure diverges, i.e. there is an
infinite sequence of applications of the rules. We want an operational semantics that reflects both possibilities of computational behaviour. (Hence we neglect the situations where the rewrite procedure
deadlocks.)
First we formalize the notion of a rewrite procedure associated with a logic program. To this end
we define the index of a formula <I>, written as index(<I>), as the least non-negative integer m such that
var(<I>) k VAR.,;;;m, and the index of a substitution <j>, also written as index('/>), as the least nonnegative integer m such that dom(q,), rge('f>)k VAR.,;;;m· (Note that sometimes index('/>) is not defined.)
We define the set of goals GOAL with respect to some fixed alphabet by GOAL = { <c,q,,m > E
CONJXSUBSTXNUM I index(c),index(q,):s;;;;;,m }. Given a program P the set GOAL is taken with
respect to the alphabet of P. Typical elements of GOAL are denoted as g. We consider CONJ as a
subset of GOAL via the embedding c ~ <c,id,index(c)>.

(2.5) DEFINITION Let P be a logic program. The binary relation p~ on GOAL induced by P is
defined by:
.
s
r
i- 1 a; /\ /\;=1
s
and
a;, 0 0 <j>,m +I > ifffor some J,. 1:s;;;;;,J:s;;;;;,s
a; ' /\ /\;=j+I
a;,q,,m > p~ <A,=1
<A;=1
some clause a 0 '~a 1 ' /\ .. /\a/ E Pm+!> (r;;;ai:O), O=mgu(</>(aj),a 0 ') exists.
We say that <Af=i a;,f/>,m> produces <Af;;;f a; /\ /\r=i a;'/\ /\f=j+I a;,0°<j>,m+I> via(}
and a 0 '~a 1 ' /\ .. /\a/. Because we select just one mgu for two unifiable atoms via the p~tial function mgu, we have for each g E GOAL: { g' I g p~ g' } is finite.
p~· denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of p~ in GOAL. We say g p~·o with 0 a special
symbol not in GOAL, if there exists an infinite sequence (g; )f=o such that g 0 = g and g; _, produces g;
for i;;;ai:I. We say g I>~·g' via q, if there exists a sequence (g;)i=o in GOAL such that g 0 =g, gn=g'
and q, = (Jn ° .. 0 Oi. where g;-I p~g; via O;. Intuitively g p~ • g' via q,, if there exists a sequence of
applications of the rewrite rules that yields g' and has side effect q,. This q, is in fact a composition of
mgu's and the number of involved mgu's equals the number of rewritings.
The third coordinate of elements of GOAL serves as a counter. It assures us that no clashes of variables will happen. The variant of the clause being used introduces only variables which did not occur
before.
A finite derivation /1 from c E CONJ of index m is a finite sequence (g;)i =O such that: 1.
g 0 =<c,id,m>; 2. g;- 1 ~g;, t:s;;;;;,;:s;;;;;,n.
c is called the root of derivation 11. A finite derivation is called successful, if it eventually yields an
empty goal. The set [/1(a)] computed by a finite derivation /1=(g;)~=o from an atom a is defined as
the ground closure [</>(a)] where q, as in gk = <c,q,,n>. We refer to q, as the result of the finite derivation.
A mapping p:GOAL~CONJ is called a computation-rule, if for each g = <c,q,,m > E GOAL, p(g)
is a conjunct of </>(c). A derivation (g;)i=o is according to some computation-rule p if g;- 1 ~g; by
resolution of p(g; _, ).

(2.6) DEFINITION Let P be a logic program. The operational semantics e:J p of P is defined by 0 p:

CONJ~~(SUBSTU { J_}) such that q, E e:lp(c) iff for some n;;;ai:O c p~· <tme,q,,n > and J_ E '9p
iff c p~·u.

So on the one hand a non-bottom element q, E ep(c) represents the side effects caused by the successive rewritings in a terminating computation and on the other hand J_ E ep if there is an infinite
computation starting with c.
The next proposition states that the subset of SUBSTU{ J_} occurring as images of e:lp are of a
special form. If there are infinitely many terminating computations then there is also a diverging one.
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(2,7) PROPOSITION Let P be a program. For each cECONJ: '9p(c) is finite or '9p(c) is infinite and

contains J_ .
PROOF

Trivial by Konig's lemma. D

PROPERTIES OF THE COMPUTATION MECHANISM.

In this section we establish some properties of the computation mechanism (with respect to some
fixed logic program P). We will use these properties freely in the sequel. The first proposition
enables us to glue computations together if we avoid clashes of variables. The second proposition
states that a derivation step depends only on local information, i.e. on the variables of ~ai). The
third proposition reflects the flexibility with respect to the renamings applied to the clauses in the program. The rectangle lemma states that if a goal has an instance which can be resolved successfully,
then the goal itself can be resolved successfully. The fourth proposition states that in a derivation the
order in which two atoms in a goal are resolved can be changed without effecting the result of the
derivation essentially. The last proposition is a further elaboration of this phenomenon. The theorem
of this section states that if a successful derivation from a goal exists according some computationrule then every derivation from that goal according any computation-rule is successful.
(2.8) PROPOSITION Let ci. c 2 E CONJ such that var(~c 1 ))nvar(~c 2 ))= 0. Suppose <ci.<f>,m>
~· <di.t/ii.m+n 1> and <c 2 ,</>,m> ~· <d 2 ,o/2 ,m+n 2 >. Let~ be the renaming which takes
VARm+i onto VARm+n I +i> and VARm+n I +i onto VARm+i> I,,.;;;i,,.;;;n1. Define '1' = ~ 0 o/2I °~ 0 o/1 °</>.
Then <c 1 Ac2,<f>,m> ~· <d1 Ad2,'1',m+n1 +n2>. D
(2.9) PROPOSITION Let <At=! ai,</>,m> E GOAL, a 0' ~ a 1' A .. Aas' E Pm+!> jE{l,.. ,r}. Then
<At=! ai,<f>,m> ~ <A/:l ai A Af =1 a;' A At=j+I ai> 8°<1>, m + l> via mgu (J iff
<At=! ~a;),id,m> ~ <A/:l ~a;) A Af =1 a;' A At=j+I ~a;), 8, m + l>. D
(2.10) PROPOSITION Let <At=! a;,</>,m> E GOAL, ao' ~ a 1' A .. A a/ E Pm+i. jE{l, ..,r}, k;;;;.I.
Suppose 8=mgu(~aj),a 0 ') exists, so <At=! a;,</>,m> ~ <A/:l a; A Af =I a;' A At=j+I a;, 8°</>,
m+I> and let ao ~ a1A .. Aas EPm+k+I be a variant of ao' ~ a1'A .. Aa/. Then
a=mgu(~aj),ao) exists and <AJ=l ai><f>,m +k> ~ <A{:;;;f ai A Af=I Cl; A AJ=j+I a;, 11°</>,
m+k+I>. D

(2.11) LEMMA (Rectangle lemma). Suppose </\/=1 Oj,</>,!!1> ~· <c,81° .. 0 81 °<f>,m +I?: via mgu's
8i. .. ,81. Let <f>'ESUBST such that for some substitution</> of index ,,,.;;; m we have <f>=<f> 0</>'. Then
<A/= 1 a;,</>',m> ~· <c, 8,' 0 •• 0 81' 0 </>', m +I> via mgu's 81',..,(J/ and there exist t/iESUBST such

that (}1 o.. o(} 1 o</> = o/ o(J,' o .. o(} 1' o</>'.

PROOF By induction on I.
We only prove case I+ l~/: Assume <At=! a;,</>,m> ~
<c,81°</>,m+l> by resolution of aj ~ainst ao ~ a1A .. Aa, and <c,81°</>,mj-l> ~· <c,
81+1° .. 0 81 °</>, m +I+ l>. Since 81(~</>'(aj)})__ = 81(~aj)) = 81@0) = 81(</>lao)), 8'1
mgu(</>'(aj),a0 ) exists and for some o/ 0 8' 1 = 81 °<f>. Because <c,o/ 0 81' 0 </>',m +I>~· <c, 81+ 1 ° ..
o{J2 otPo8' 1 °<f>', m+l+I> we have by induction <c,81'o<f>',m+l> ~· <c, 8'1+ 1 ° .. o{J' 1 °<f>',
m +I+ I> via mgu's 8'2,..,8'1+ 1 and for some o/ESUBST 81+ 1 o .. o{J2 otP'o(J1'o<f>' = tPo8'1+ 1 o ..
0(}'1 o<j>'. So <At=! aj,<j>,m> ~· <c, (J/0 .. 0(}1'0<1>', m +l+l> via mgu's 8'i. ..,8'1+1 and there
exists t/i' ES UBST such that (JI+ 1 ° .. 081 ° </> = t/i 0 (}'1+ 1 ° 0

(2.12) PROPOSITION (1). Let a,a'EATOM, ~ a renaming and m;;;;.O such that a=~(a'),
var(a,a')r:;;;;,VAR..,m and indexm,,.;;;m. Let aEATOM such that var(a)r:;;;;,VARm+I· Suppose
8=mgu(a,a) exists. Then a=mgu(a',a) exists and for some renaming 11 we have 8°~=11°11 and
index(11),,.;;;m + 1.
(2). Let <c,<j>,m>, <c',</>',m> E GOAL and ~ a renaming such that ~c) = ~</>'(c')) and
index(~,,.;;;m. Suppose <c,<j>,m> ~ <c,8°</>,m + l> by resolution against aEPm+I via mgu 8.
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Then <e',</>',m> ~ <c',o 0 <f>',m + l> by resolution against a via mgu o and there exists a renaming
TI such that(Jocp(C) = Tlooo<J>'(C'),8°E = Tlooandindex(Tl):s;;;;m+l.
(3). Let <e,<J>,m>, <e',q,',m> E GOAL and Ebe a renaming such that <P(e) = «<P'(e')) and
index(~:s;;;;m. Suppose (g;)7=o is a derivation from <e,<J>,m> such that g;- 1 ~g; by resolution against
a<;> via mgu 8;, (I:s;;;;i:s;;;;n). Then there exist a derivation (g/)7=o from <e',<J>',m> and a renaming TI
such that g;-i'~g/ by resolution against a<i) via mgu o;, (l:s;;;;i:s;;;;n), (Jn ° .. 0 81 °</>(en) = T1°0n ° ..
001 oq,'(en '),(with en,en' conjunctions in gn,gn '),(Jn ° .. 0 81 °E = T1°0n ° .. 0 01 and index(Tl):s;;;;m +n.
PROOF (1). Note 8°«a') = 8(a) = 8(ti) = 8°~). Soo exists and for some T1ESUBST: 8°E =
Tloo. Since oo«a) = o(a') = o(ti) = o 0 ~) there exists KESUBST such that o 0E = K08. Without
loss of generality dom(T1)<;rge(o), dom(K)<;rge(8) and index(Tl,n.;;;;;m + 1. From o = 0°E 0E = f 08°E
= 0 (J 0 0 we conclude 0 TI Irge(a) = id and TI is a renaming.
(2). Let a be a conjunct of e such that </>(a) = E0 <1>'(a'). Let a be the head of a. By part (1):
o=mgu(</>'(a'),a) exists and for some renaming TI of index :s;;;;m+ 1 we have 8°E=T1°o. From 8°</>(e)
= 8oEo<J>'(e') = Tloooq,'(e') and 8o<P(a) = 8oEoq,'(a) = Tloooq,'(a) we derive 8o<P(C) = Tloooq,'(C').
(3). By induction on n. Case n=O: trivial. Case n+ l~n: Suppose (g;)?~J is a derivation from
<e,<J>,m> such that g;-i~g; by resolution against a<i) via mgu 8;, (I:s;;;;i:s;;;;n+ 1)). By the induction
/
hypothesis there exists a derivation g; - J / ~g/ and a renaming SUCh that g; - J ~g/ by resolution
oE = foon o.. 001
o(JI
..
o
(Jn
against a<i) via mgu O;, (l:s;;;;i:s;;;;n), (Jn o.. o(Jl oq,(en) = foon 0 .. 001 oq,'(e/),
0
0
and index(n.;;;;;m +n. By part 2.: <en', On ° .. 001 °<f>',m +n> ~ <en+1', On+l .. 01 °</>',m +n + 1>
by resolution against a<n +I) via mgu On+ 1 and there exists a renaming TI such that (Jn+ 0.. 0 81 ° </>(en)
= f 0on+l 0 .. 0 01°</>'(en'), 8n+1°f=T1°0n+l and index(Tl):s;;;;m+n+l. Note 8n+1° .. 081°E =
1
8n+iofoono .. oo1 = Tloon+lo .. 001. We conclude that there exist a derivation (g/)?~0 from
<e',<J>',m> and a renaming TI such that g;-i'~g/ by resolution against a<i) via mgu o;, (li:s;;;;n),
8n+10 .. 0810</>(e) = foon+lo 8n+10 .. 0810E = (Joon+lo .. ooJ andindex(Tl):s;;;;m+n+l. D

r

r

r

(2.13) PROPOSITION Let g= <e,<J>,m> EGOAL and a,a' conjuncts of e. Suppose g~gJ by resolution of </>(a) against aEPm+J via mgu (JJ and g 1 ~g2 by resolution of (JJ 0 </>(a') against a'EPm+2 via
mgu 82. Let E:VARm+J UVARm+2 ~ VARm+J UVARm+2 be canonical, a=«a')EPm+I>
a'=«a)EPm+ 2. Then g~gJ' by resolution of </>(a') against a via mgu o 1 gJ'~g 2 ' by resolution of
OJ 0 </>(a) against a' via mgu 02 and there exists a renaming TI such that 82 °81 °</>(e2) = T1°02 °0J 0 </>
(e2'), index(Tl):s;;;;m +2, and 82 o(JJ 0E = T1°02 °0J.
PROOF Let d,d',d,d' be the head of a,a',a,a'. We have 82 o(JJ 0E0 <P(a') = 82 °81 °</>(a') = 82(d') =
82 o(JJ(d') = 82 o(JJ 0 «d), hence OJ =mgu(<P(a'),d) exists and for some t/;ESUBST: t/; 0 01 = 82::_81 °E.
We also have t/; 0 0J 0</>(a) = 82 o(JJ 0E0<P(a) = 82 o(JJ 0 </>(a) = 82 o(JJ(d) = 82 o(JJ 0 «d') =
82 o(JJ 0Eo<P(d') = tfl 0 oJ 0</>(d'), hence o2 =mgu(oJ 0 </>(a),d') exists and for some t/I' ESUBST:
t/; = t/;' 0 o2. So the existence of g 1' and_g 2' is proven:...
o2 °oJ 0 E0 <P{a) = o2 °o1 °</>(a) = 02(d') = 02 °oJ(d') = 02 °01 °E(d). Hence for some xESUBST:
xo8J = o2 ooJ oE. Also xo8J oq,(a') = o2 ooJ oEo<P(a') = o2 ooJ o<P(a') = o2 ooJ(d) = o2 ooJ o«d) =
x 08J(d'). So for some x'ESUBST: x' 0 82 = X·
Now we have t/1' 0 02 °01 = 82 °8J 0 E and x' 082 °8J = 02 °oJ 0E. Let Tl=tfl'lrge(a2oa,) and
t=x'lrge(B20B,>· Then Tloo2 oo1 = 82 o(JJ oE and fo82 o(JJ = o2 ooJ oE. From o2 ooJ = o2 oo1 oEoE =
f 082 °81 °E = f 0 T1°o2 °o1 we derive f(T1(x))=x for each xErge(o2 °oi) hence f 0 T1=id. So TI is a
renaming and T1°02 °01 °E = 82 °81.
We have 82 o(Jl oq,(e) = TI002 001 oEo<P(e) = TI002 001 oq,(e), 82 o(JJ o<J>(a) = TI002 001 oEo<P(a) =
Tlooooo«a) = Tlo02 oo1{(i') and (}2 o(}J oq,(a') = Tlo02 ool oEo<P(a') = Tlo02 ool o«a') = Tlo02 oo1{(i).
So 82 o(Jl o</>(e2) = TIOCJ2 001 o<P(e2'). D
(2.14) PROPOSITION Let a=(g;)7=o be a derivation from <e,<J>,m>. Let g1=<e1><f>1,m +l> and
a,a' be conjuncts of e1. Suppose g1~g1+ 1 by resolution of </>1(a) against aEPm+1+1 via mgu 81+1 and
Let
by resolution of 81+1 °</>r(a') against a'EPm+1+2 via mgu 81+2·
g1+1~g1+2
E:VARm+l+I UVARm+1+2 ~ VARm+l+J UVARm+1+2 be canonical. Let a=«a'), a'=«a). Then
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there exists a derivation A'=(g;')i=o) from <c,cp,m> such that
1. g;- 1'-'>g/ via mgu o;, (l.,;;;;;io;;;;n);
2. g/-'>g1+ 1' by resolution of cf>1(a') against a via mgu o1+ 1;
3. g1+1'-'>g1+2' by resolution of O/+I 0cf>1(a) against a' via mgri 0/+2;
4. [A(c)]=[A'(c)].
PROOF Take g;'=g;, (l.,;;;;;i.,;;;;;l). Take g1+ 1',g1+i' as in proposition (2.13). Let T/ be a renaming such
that index(11).,;;;;;m +l +2, 11°01+2 ° .. 0 01 °cf>(c1+2') = 01+2 ° .. 001 °cf>(c1+2) and 01+2 °01+1 o~ =
11°01+2 °01+1· Proposition (2.12X3) guarantees the existence of g/, (1+3.,;;;;;i.,;;;;;n) and of a renaming
such that (Jn o.. o()/+3 °11 = toon ° .. 001+3· Finally, note that (Jn ° .. 001 °cf>(c) = t 0on ° ..
0/+ 3 0110()1+2 o .. o()1ocf>(c) = to on o .. ool+I o~o()1 o .. o()1 ocf>(c) = toon o •• oul+I o~ou1 o ..
U1 ocf>(c) = to on 0 •• O(JI ocf>(c). so for A=(g;')i=o we have [A(c)]=[A'(c)]. D

r

(2.15) THEOREM (Independence of the computation-rule): Let g=<c,t[l,m>EGOAL. Let p be a
computation-rule such that there exists a successful derivation from g according p. Then there exists
for every computation-rule p' a successful derivation from g according p'. Moreover if cf> and cf>' are
the results of the resp. computations then cf>(c) is a variant of cf>'(c).
PROOF By the above proposition. D

EQUIVALENCE OF FIXPOINT SEMANTICS AND OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS.
In this section we establish agreement of the fix.point semantics and the operational one. At forehand there is a problem, because the two semantics relate different kinds of objects with a logic program, viz. a set of ground atoms versus a mapping from formulae to sets of substitution and bottom.
Our way out is the notion of success set.
(2.16) DEFINITION The success set Suc 0 (P) of a logic program P is defined by Suc 0 (P) =
{a EHB I there exists a successful derivation from a }.
In order to settle the equivalence of 6.f(P) and Suc 0 (P) we first prove
(2.17) LEMMA Let P be a logic program. Let a be a ground atom in 5n(0). Then a ESuc 0 (P).
PROOF Induction on n. Case n= l: Let a E5(0). For some axiom a'~true in P and substitution
cf>,cf>(a')=a. Let a~true be the variant of a'~true in P 1. For a suitable renaming y we have
cf>(y(a))=a=cf>(a')=cf>(y(a)). So O=mgu(a,a) exists and a-'><true,O, l>. Hence a ESuc 0 (P).
Case n+l~n: Let aE5n+ 1(0). Without loss of generality, for some rule a 0 '~a 1 '/\ .. /\a/ EP,
(r;;;a.l) and substitution cp, cf>(ao')=a and cf>(a1'), .. ,cf>(a/) E 5n(0). Let ao~a1 /\ .. /\ar be the variant
of a 0 '~a 1 ' /\ .. /\a/ in P 1. Then O=mgu(a,a 0) exists and for a suitable renaming y and substitution
t[I we have t[l 0() = cf> 0y. Since cf>(y(a 1)) , •• , cf>(y(ar)) E 5n(0) we know from the induction hypothesis
that /\r = 1 cf>(y(a;)) produces true. By the rectangle lemma it follows that < /\r = 1 a;,O, 1> produces
true. We conclude a ESuc 0 (P). D
(2.18) COROLLARY Let P be a logic program and a a ground atom. If a E 6.f(P), then a E Sue e(P).
Hence 6.f(P) <;,Suc 0 (P).
PROOF Immediate by the lemma, because lfp(5)= U ~=o 5n(0). D
The above corollary settles in some sense the completeness of the operational framework. The next
lemma is preparatory to the soundness of the operational semantics.
(2.19) LEMMA Let P be a logic program, and c =/\f= 1a;, (s;;;a.l) a conjunction of index m. Suppose
c __,,.• <true,cp,m +n >. Then [cf>(a;)]<;;;,5n(0), l.,;;;;;i.,;;;;;s.
PROOF Induction on n. Case n= 1: trivial. Case n+ l~n: say <Af =I a;,id,m > __,,. <Af;;;;l a; /\
/\r=I a/ /\ /\f =J+I a;, O,m + l> __,,.• <true,t[l 00,m +n + l> with cf>=o/ 00. We distinguish three
cases.
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k*

j: Soak is not replaced in the first step. By the induction hypothesis for fJ(ak) we have [cp(ak)]
(i).
k [l/i(fJ(ak))] k ~n(0) k ~n+l(0).
(ii). aj is replaced by resolution against an axiom: [cp(aj)] k [fJ(aj)] k ~(0).
(iii). aj is replaced by resolution against a rule: [cp(a/)] = [l/i(fJ(a/))] k ~n( 0 ), l o;;;;;i o;;;;;r by the induction hypothesis. Hence [cp(aj)] k ~n+ 1 (0) by the definition of~. D
(2.20) THEOREM (1). Let P be a logic program and a a ground atom. If a ESuce (P), then a EF(P).
(2). For every logic program P: Suce(P)=<ff(P).

PROOF Immediate by the lemmas. D

LEFTMOST-SEMANTICS.
(2.21) DEFINITION Let P be a logic program. We define the binary relation
on GOAL as the least one such that <Al=I a;,</>,m>
/\ /\/=2a;,0°q,,m+l> if some clause a'o ~ a'1 /\ .. /\a'r
P~I <Af=I a/
P~I

E

Pm+i.

fJ=mgu(cp(a 1),a'0 ) exists.
p~; is the transitive closure of p~1 •

DEFINITION The leftmost-semantics e(P) of a logic program P is defined by
..L i1f for some n;;;;.1
e(P):CONJ~GJ(SUBSTU{ ..L} such that for each cECONJ: q,Ee(P)(c), <P
c P~; <true,<t>,n>, and ..L Ee(P){c) i1f c P~;n.
(2.22)

*

(2.23) DEFINITION Define the success set Suce(P) with respect to leftmost derivations of a logic
program Pas Suce(P) = { a EHB I there exists a successful leftmost derivation from a }.
(2.24) THEoREM Let P be a logic program. Then Suce(P) = Suce(P).

PROOF Immediate by theorem (2.15). D

DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS.
We have already defined the model-theoretic, fix.point-, operational and leftmost-semantics of logic
programs. In this section we will define a denotational one. From denotational point of view a logic
program is just syntactical object, built up from its components. Moreover, a logic program without
input is regarded as meaningless, similar to an imperative program with procedure declarations only.
We will treat logic programming as execution of a body, (the input) in presence of a set of procedures, (the logic program). Furthermore, we want the definition of a denotational semantics to be
compositional, i.e. the meaning of a logic program with input should be given by the meaning of its
parts.
We consider the set BIN={ (<P,n)ESUBSTXNUM I index(q,)o;;;;;n } U { ..L} as a discrete c.p.o.
and the set 6J EM(BIN)= { oEGJ(ENV) I o finite, or infinite and containing J_ } as a c.p.o. with the
Egli-Milner ordering. We introduce the set ENV=ATOM~(BIN~sGJEM(BIN)). ENV is a c.p.o.
with the ordering induced by BIN~sGJEM(BIN)).
We will use /3, o, y as typical elements of BIN, 6J EM(BIN) and ENV resp. So {3 1 .;;;;;{32 i1f either
/3 1 = ..L, or /31= /32; 01 .;;;;;02 i1f either ..L Eo1 and 01 - { ..L } ko2, or o1=a2; YI o;;;;;y2 i1f for all a and {3:
YI (a)(/3)o;;;;;y2(a)(/3).
An environment is supposed to give the possible result of a leftmost computation starting with an
atom a under some assignment q,. With this in mind we know how to deal with conjunctions. If we
start up the program with true as input, then there is nothing to do. If an atom a is input of the program, then we just inspect the environment. If we have a conjunction c 1 /\ c 2 as input, then we first
process c 1 and process c 2 afterwards, taking account of the side-effects caused by c 1.
(2.25) DEFINITION The mapping ~ :CONJ ~ENV~(BIN ~GJ EM(BIN)) is defined by

1.

~(true)(y)=i\/3.{/3};
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2. <IB(a)(y)=y(a);
3. <IB(c1 /\c2)(y) = <IB(c2)(y) 0 <IB(c1)(y).
To give meaning to a logic program with certain input we just have to know which environment we
should create. So we define a transformation of environments, invoke our order-theoretic machinery
to find the least fixpoint of this transformation, and claim that this environment is the one we search
for.

(2.26) DEFINITION The transformation <f>:PROG~(ENV~ENV) is defined by <J>(a)(y)(a)(cj>,n)
U { <IB(c')(y)(0°cj>,n + 1) I index(a),,,;;;,n, a'-E--c'Ean+I> O=mgu(cp(a),a')},
<J>(P'UP")(y)(a) = <J>(P')(y)(a) U <J>(P")(y)(a).
(2.27) LEMMA For all cECONJ: <ffi(c)EENV~(BIN~s'?PEM(BIN)) is continuous.
P EPROG: <I>(P) EENV~ENV is continuous.

For all

PROOF Standard. 0
From the lemma we deduce that for each program P the transformation <J>(P) has a least fixpoint.
So the next definition is justified.

(2.28) DEFINITION The denotational semantics 6D(P-E-c) of a sentence P-E-c, i.e. a logic program
with input is defined as 6D :SENT~'?P EM(BIN), 6D(P-E--c)=<IB(c)(y)(id,O) where y=lfp(<J>(P-E-c)).

EQUIVALENCE OF LEFTMOST- AND DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS.
Let P be a logic program and y=lfp{<J>(P)). Put y0 =A.a.A.{J.{ J_} and Yk+I =<f>(P)(Yk). We write
instead of <J>(P).

CJ>

(2.29) LEMMA Let {J=(cp,n), {J'=(cp',n') E BIN. Suppose {J' E <IB(c)(Yk)({J). Then <c,cp,n > ~;
<true,<f>',n'>.
PROOF Induction on k and the structure of c. We only treat two cases.
Case k + 1-E--k,c =a: {J' E<IB (a)(Yk + 1)({J) iff {J' E<f>(yk)(a)({J) iff there exists a' -E--c' EPn + 1 such that
O=mgu(cp(a),a') exists, index(a),,,;;;,n, {J'E<ffi(c')(yk)(0°cp,n + 1). By induction <c',0°cj>,n + l> ~;
<true,cp',n'>. So <a,cj>,n> ~; <true,cp',n'>.
_
_
Case k + 1-E--k,c =c I I\ C2: {J' E<IB (c I I\ C2)(Yk+ i)({J) iff {J' E<IB (c2)(Yk +I )({J) where fJ E<IB (c1)(Yk+ I )({J).
By induction: <c 2 ,~,n> ~; <true,cp',n'>, and <c1>cJ>,n> ~; <true,~,n>.
Hence
<c1 l\c2,cJ>,n> ~; <true,cj>',n'>. D
(2.30) LEMMA Let <c,cp,n> EGOAL. Suppose <c,cj>,n> ~; <true,cp',n'>. Let {J=(cp,n) and
/3' E <IB (c)(y )({J).

{J' = (cp', n '). Then

PROOF Induction on k=n'-n. Case k+l-E--k,c=a: <a,cj>,n> ~ 1 <c',0°cp,n+l> ~;
<true,cp',n'>. By induction {J'E<IB(c')(y)(0°cj>,n +1) and <IB(c')(y)(0°cj>) C <IB(a)(y)(cj>). Hence
{J' E<ffi (a)(y)({J).
fase k+1-E--k,c=c 1 /\c 2: <c 1.t-c 2,cj>,n> ~; <c 2 ,~,"ii> ~; <~e,2_',n'>. By induction:
{JE<IB{ci)(y)({J) and {J'E<IB{c 2 )(y)({J). Hence {J'E<IB(c 1 I\ c 2 )(y)({J) where {J=(cj>,n). D
(2.31) LEMMA Let <c,cj>,n> EGOAL. If J_ f£ <IB(c)(Yk)(cp), then there is no infinite chain out of
<c,cp,n>, i.e. <c,cj>,n> ~; U is not the case.
PROOF Induction on k and c. Case k+l-E--k,c=c 1 /\c 2: Suppose J_ f£Yk+ 1(c 1 /\c 2)({J). Hence
and J_ f£ Yk+ 1(c 2)({J') for every {J'E<IB(ci)(yk+l)({J). Thus by induction: every
chain out of <c1>cJ>,n> has an end and for every {J'E<IB(ci)(yk+I)({J) every chain out of <c 2 ,cp',n'>
has an end. Thus <c 1 I\ c 2 ,cp,n > begins no infinite chain. D
J_ f£Yk+ 1(ci)({J).

(2.32) LEMMA If J_ E <IB(c)(yk)({J) then <c,cj>,n> ~; <c',cj>',n'> with n';;;.n+k.
PROOF Induction on k and c.

Notice <c,cp,n> EGOAL.

+ 1-E--k,c =a: Suppose
+ 1) where a'-E--c'EPn+I

Case k

J_ E<ffi(a)(Yk+i)({J). Then J_ E<l>(P)(Yk)(a)({J), hence J_ E<IB(c')(Yk)(0°cp,n
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and .O=mgu(<P(_a),a'). By induction hypothesis for <c',IJ 0 q,,n + l> we are ready.
Case k+l~k,c=c 1 /\c 2: Suppose ..L E~(c1 /\c2)(Yk+1)(ft). So_ ..L E~(c1)(Yk+i)(ft) or
..L E~(c 2 )(Yk+ 1 )(ft') with /3'E~(c 1 )(y)(ft), hence <ci.f/>,n> "°'; <c,q,,n> with fi;;;;.n+k+ I or
<ci.f/>,n> "°'; <true,q,',n'> and <c 2 ,q,',n'> "°'; <c,~,n> with fi;;;;.n+k+l. Hence <c1>f/>,n>
"°'; <c,~,n> with fi;;;;.n+k+ 1. o
(2.33) COROLLARY If J_ E~(c)(y)(/3), then <c,f/>,n>

"°'; 0.

PRooF From the above lemma and the one due to Konig. D
(2.34)

DEFINITION Define
..L }~0 }.

the

success

set

Suc6f!(P)

by

SUC6f!(P)

=

{a EHB

6D(P~a)-{

(2.35) THEOREM For each sentence P~a:

6D(P~a)=e(P)(a)

and Suce(P)=Suc6f!(P). D
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2.2. · Another approach
In case we want to know if different derivations in the operational model deliver the same substitutions, we can do this by counting them.
In this section we associate with a sentence a multiset of answer substitutions. This approach gives us
some more information about the program than the previous one. For example one can determine
when in the program a rule is defined twice or that a set of rules gives the same answers as an other
set of rules does. We restrict us to the leftmost computation rule.

SOME MATHEMATICAL DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

Let again BIN= { (c/>, n) E (SUBST X NUM) I index(cf>).;;;;; n } U { __L }. Let NUM 00 stands for
the set of natural numbers with infinity ( oo ).
We define: ~mu1(BIN) = {M: BIN ~NUM I M( __L) = 0 or M( __L) = oo } and
MUL ={ME ~mut(BIN) IM is finite} U {ME ~mut(BIN) I M(_l_) = 00 }.
It follows that __L is in M or it is not in M; the multiplicity is of no interest.
The following notations will be used:
- M E ~mut(BIN) is finite iff "'2-p E BIN M (/3) < oo
- M = {/3;/ n; I i El } means 'rli El :M(/3;) = n; and 'rl/3 fi { /3; I i El}: M(/3) = 0.
We will use MUL as our domain for the semantics of the operational and denotational semantics.
Because we use multisets we have to adapt some operators on sets and we introduce a new operator
E0 (called sum).
00

(2.36) DEFINITION Let Mi. M2 E ~mut(BIN)

and (M;);ENUM be a collection of sets from

~mu1(BIN).

1.
2.
3.
4.

M 1 U M2 := A./3.max{ M1(/3), M2(/3)}
U ; EI M; : = A./3.sup { M;(/3) I i E I }
M1 E0M2 := A./3.M1(/3) + M2(/3)
Ef) i EI M;
: = A./3."'2-; EI M;(/3)
We define the inclusion relation and an Egli-Milner like ordering on MUL. It will be shown that with
this ordering MUL is a c.p.o..
(2.37) DEFINITION 1. Let Ml> M2 E ~mut(BIN).
M1 Cmul M2 iff 'rla E domain(M1):
M1(a).;;;;; M2(a)
2. Let M 1> M 2 E MUL. M 1 .;;;;; M 2 iff either M 1( __L ) = 0 and M 1 = M 2 or M 1( __L ) = oo and
'rl/3 E BIN - { __L }: M 1(/3).;;;;;M2(/3).

Remarks that it is the case that M 1 U M 2 and M 1 Ef) M 2 are elements of ~mut(BIN) and so are
U ; E 1M; and E0; EIM;. If M 1 and M 2 are elements of MUL then M 1 E0 M 2 and M 1 U M 2 are
elements of MUL. It is generally not the case that <M;>; is a collection of sets in MUL implies
U f=o M; E MUL. If however <M;>; is a chain in MUL then U f=o M; E MUL.
(2.38) THEOREM (MUL, .;;;;; , { __L / oo}) is a cpo.
PROOF We only define and check the least upper bound (0). Let <M;>; be a chain in MUL. If
there exists i 0 such that 'rli ;;;a., i 0 : M; = M; 0 then take Of= 0 M; = M; 0 • If no such i 0 exists, take
Df=o M; = U f=o M;. We check that U f=o M; in the second case is indeed the least upperbound
of <M;>;.
Clearly for all i: M;.;;;;; U f=o M;, because for all i: ( __L, oo) EM;. If M' E MUL is an upperbound
of <M;>;. Let /3 E BIN, then 'rli ;;;a., 0: M;(/3).;;;;M'(/3), thus sup {M;(/3) I i ;;;a., 0 }.;;;;M'(/3), thus
U f=o M;(/3).;;;;M'(/3). Hence U f=o M;.;;;;; M' since ( __L, oo) E U f=o M;. D

For technical reasons we change the definition of CONJ, which will still be a sequence of atoms but
now parenthesized in a specific way. We introduce BODY which is a conjunction of at least one
atom or an empty conjunction, denoted by true.
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The· class CONJ, with typical elements c, ... , is defined by: c : : = a I a /\c.
The class BODY, with typical elements b, ... , is defined by: b : : = true I c.
We are now ready to define the operational semantics with multisets as our domain.
(2.39) DEFINITION The operational semantics (9 :SENT ~ MUL is defined by:
0(P ~b) = $ { {(4>, n)} I b p~· (true, cj>,n)} U if b p~· 0 then { ( J_ ,oo)} else 0 fi.
We define some more operators and prove their continuity.
(2.40) DEFINITION We define ®: NUM 00 X '!Ymu1(BIN) ~ '!Ymu1(BIN) by
n ®M = { /3 / (n X M(/3)) I /3EBIN} U ifn=oo then { J_ / oo} else 0 fi

From the definition we have: if M
n = oo we include bottom.

E

MUL then n ® M

E

MUL. This is due to the fact that in case

(2.41) LEMMA The operators $ and U are monotonic in both arguments and ® is monotonic in
its second argument with respect to the :s;;;; ordering. ® is monotonic in its first argument with
respect to the adapted inclusion relation.
PROOF Omitted. 0
(2.42) PROPOSITION If <M; > i is a chain in MUL then
1. Di=o M; = { /3 / lim;-+oo M;(/3)) I /3 =I= J_} U { J_ / oo I if Vi: M;( J_) = oo }
2. If Vi: M; kmuI M; + l then U i=o M; = "A/3. lim;_. 00 M;(/3)
Let (M;); and (N;); be collections of sets of MUL. Then:
3. Vi: M; kmul N; ~ Ea l°=oM; kmul Ea f=oN;
4. Vi: M; :s;;;; N; and 3i: N;( J_) = oo ~ $ f=oM; :s;;;; $ f=oN;
PRooF the proof is straightforward. D
Let <n;>; be a chain in NUM 00 •
(2.43) LEMMA The operators $ and U are continuous in both arguments and ® is continuous in
its second argument with respect to the :s;;;; ordering. For ® holds: ( (/im;_. 00 n;) ® M) IBIN-( .L}
= U i=o(n; ®M) IBIN-(.L}
PROOF Depends on the fact that lim;-+oo (m;

+ n)

= (lim;-+oo m;)

+ n and also for X

(2.44) DEFINITION Let t1, t2: BIN s ~ MUL then the composition t2 °11 of
by: t2 °1 1 = "A/3. $ { n' ® t2(fl') I (/3', n') E 11(/3)}

11

and max. D

and 12 is defined

Note that 0 will always deliver an element of MUL because of strictness of the functions t;.
If t 1 is finite and V/3: ( t 1(/3) =I= o~t 2 (/3) is finite) then t 2 °t 1 is finite. In all the other cases bottom
is an element of t 2 ° t 1 •
With this definition and the previous lemmas we can prove the following.
(2.45) LEMMA

0

is monotonic and continuous in both arguments.

PROOF The proof depends on the previous proposition and the fact that ~J eJ lim;_. 00 m1,;
00
•
D
00 ~JEI mJ.i, if <m1,;>;, is an increasing chain in NUM

= lim;_.

THE DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS WITH MULTISETS
The class ENV, with typical elements y, .. ., is defined by:
ENV =ATOM ~ (BIN s ~ MUL ). ENV is a cpo because MUL is, and it has as its bottom element A a (cp, n).{ J_ }.
Now we are ready to define the denotational semantics.
(2.46) DEFINITION The mapping 6JJ:CONJ~ENV~(BIN~3 MUL) is defined by
1. 6iJ (true)(y) = "A/3. if /3=1= J_ then {/3 / 1} else { J_ / oo} fi ;
2. GJJ(a)(y) = y(a);
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3.

~(a/\

c)(y)

=

~(c)(y)o~(a)(y).

(2.47) DEFINITION The operator if>:PROG~(ENV~ENV) is defined by
1. if>(a' ~b')(y)(</>,n) = $ { B(b')(y)(0°<f>,n +I) I O=mgu(</>(a),i/Jn+1(a')) exists};
2. <P(P1 UP2) = "Aya"A{J.<P(P1)(y)(a)({J) E9 <P(P2)(y)(a)(P).
(2.48)

DEFINITION

The mapping GfJ:SENT

~ MUL

is defined by

GfJ(P~b) =

~(b)(y)(id,O)

with

y = lfp( if>(P) ).

(2.49) THEOREM 1. Let b E BODY and p E BIN. Then "Ay.B(b)(y)(P): ENV
2. Let PE PROG. Then <P(P): ENV ~ ENV is continuous. D

~ MUL

is continuous.

We will not prove the equivalence of the last defined operational and denotational semantics. It is
obvious that the operational semantics with multisets differs only from the one in section (2.1) with
respect to multiplicity. It also is not difficult to prove that the two denotational semantics are,
modulo multiplicity, equivalent.
In the next chapter we give another operational model with multisets as semantic domain.
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Chapter 3
Logic programming, Prolog and Concurrent Prolog

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we give an operational model of logic programming with multisets. This model is
not only a preparatory study of Concurrent Prolog, (Shapiro, [45]), but also an introduction to the
techniques used in the models for Prolog and Concurrent Prolog. In the second part of this chapter
we give an operational and denotational semantics of a subset of Prolog, as described in an article of
Jones and Mycroft [26]. We prove the equivalence of them. The last part of this chapter is based on
the article of Shapiro [45], which describes Concurrent Prolog. We add an operational model of CP.

3.1. The operational semantics of logic programming
In the previous chapter we looked at derivations. A derivation corresponds to one path in the
search tree. Now we take a more global point of view by looking at the whole search tree.
The classes ATOM, CONJ, BODY, CLAUSE, PROG and SENT are defined as before.
Let X be a set, then x• denotes the set of finite sequences of elements of X. t: denotes the empty
sequence.
The class STACK, with typical elements s, .. ., is defined by: STACK= BODY*
The class STATE, with typical elements a, ... , is defined by:
a ESTATE iff a E (STACK X SUBST X SENT X NUM) or a::= a 1 0 a2 and ai. a2 ESTATE.
We define some transition rules (our axioms) with disjoint domains. Further we need some inference rules, which give us the possibility to generate a derivation.
to
X qfmui(BIN)
STATE
from
defined
is
"~"
relation
transition
The
STATE X qfmu1(BIN) U qfmu1(BIN) .
We define the start goal by <(b, Id, P, 0), 0 >.
Pisa set of definite clauses, which defines the whole program. P', P 1 and P 2 are subsets of P.

THE

DEFINITION OF THE TRANSITION RULES:

<(a•s, <[>, a'<f-b', n),

W>~<(o/n+i(b')•s,

if 8 =
~

(8°<[>), P, n+l), W>

mgu(<P( a ), lfin +1( a')) exists.

W otherwise.

(1)
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<((a/\c)•s, cp,

a'~b',

n),

W>~<(o/n+ 1 (b')•c•s,

if (J =
~

(0°cp), P, n+I), W>

(2)

mgu(cp( a ), o/n + 1( a' )) exists.

W otherwise.

<(true•s, cp, P', n),

W>~<(s,

<(£, cp, P', n), W>

~

cp, P', n), W>

W E9 { (cp,n) / 1 }

(3)
(4)
(5)

THE DEFINITION OF THE INFERENCE RULES:

<o, W> ~ <o', W'>
<o 0 01> W> ~ <o' 0 o1, W'>
<o, W>~ W'
<o 0 01> W> ~ <o1, W'>
<o, W> ~ <o', W'>
<01 0 o, W> ~ <o1 0 o', W'>
<o, W>~ W'
<o1 0 o, W> ~ <01> W'>

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

A production sequence is a finite or infinite sequence of the form:
(*) <oo, Wo>, <01> W1 >, ... , Wn, or
(**) <oo, Wo>, <01> W1>, ... , <om Wn>, <on+!> Wn+1>, · · ·
where <on, Wn> ~<on+!> Wn+I >holds for n = 0, l, 2, · · ·.
Let J_ be defined as before. We say that <o, W> ~ 00 W', where W' E MUL. ~ 00 ' may be pronounced as "produces finitely or infinitely many steps", whenever one of the following conditions is
satisfied.
I. There is a finite sequence(*) with <o0 , W 0 > = <o, W> and <om Wn> ~ W'.
2. There is an infinite sequence(**) with <o0 , W 0 > = <o, W> and the sequence
< Wn >n is not constant and W' = ( U f=o W;) U { J_ / oo}
3. There is an infinite sequence(**) with <o0 , W 0 > = <o, W> and the sequence
< Wn >n is constant for n ;;;;;. no for some no and W' = Wn 0 U { J_ / oo }.
We define <9 :SENT ~ MUL by
00
(9 (P ~ b) = u { W' E MUL I <(b, Id, P, 0), 0 > ~ W' }

SOME COMMENTS ON THE DEFINITIONS ABOVE

In rule (I) and (2) we see that the leftmost atom is replaced by the body of the clause a' ~b', if the
most general unifier exists. Rule (3) is a way of skipping the empty clause. Rule (4) collects the
answer substitutions. Rule (5) takes care of the unification of the leftmost atom in the goal with all
the clauses of the program. This rule together with the inference rules has as consequence, that all
possible derivations are computed simultaneously (as discussed in the introduction).
In condition 2. we include J_ , because J_ denotes the presence of an unfinished computation and an
infinite production sequence trivially denotes an unfinished computation.
In the next sections, whenever a b with a cp and an index n and some more information occurs
together, the following constraints hold: index(b):s;;.n, index(cp):s;;.n.
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SOME LEMMAS
In order to prove that 0(P ~b) is an element of MUL, we define 0(b,m,cp,P,n) =
U { W I <(b,q,,P,n), 0 > ~ 00 W} with index(b) = m, and prove that 0(b,m,cp,P,n) is an element
of MUL. Since 0(b, O,Id,P, 0) = e(P ~ b) it follows that e(P ~ b) E MUL.
(3.1) LEMMA All production sequences of <(q,q,,P,n), 0
(q, q,,P,n) is finite.

> are finite iff the leftmost search tree of

PROOF Omitted. 0
(3.2) LEMMA If one production sequence that starts with <(b, q,,P,n ), 0

> is finite then all the pro-

duction sequences are finite.
PROOF The difference between two production sequences is the choice between which "t you choose
to develop, if the state is a 1 D · · · D O'n and a;'s are of the form (s;,</>;,P;,n;). Because we have a
finite sequence, this means in the end we have no state left, every a; will be developed eventually, so
there is no state which will lead to an infinite production sequence. D
(3.3) THEOREM 0(b,m, cp,P,n) E MUL.

PROOF <(b,cp,P,n), 0 > ~ 00 W.
i) ( ..L , oo) f/. W (i.e. W is finite). then W = 0(b,m, q,,P,n ), because we know that all production
sequences are finite, ( ..L , oo) f/. 0(b,m, q,,P,n ).
Let ((O,p),k) E 0(b,m,cp,P,n) When we have in our production sequence state a 1 D · · · D "m defined
as above. Then the number of (0, p) is in every W the same, because the only difference between
two production sequences is the choice of a; and in the last step of the production sequence state
disappears (because all the production sequences are finite). So every a; has been developed. Thus
((O,p),k) E Wand W = 0(b,m,cp,P,n)
thus
and
(..L, oo)EW'
'v'W': <(b,cp,P,n), 0>~ W':
then
(..L, oo)EW
ii)
( ..L , oo) E 0(b,m, q,,P,n ). D
00

THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE OPERATIONAL AND DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS
In this section we will prove that for each program P and each goal b the operational and denotational semantics coincide.
We will prove that 0( b, m, q,, P, n) = B(b) (y) (</>, n) with y = lfp4>(P).
First we prove some useful lemmas.
(3.4) LEMMA If (( 0, p), s) E 0( b, m, q,, P, n) then s < oo
PROOF Every state is of the form: <a1 D · · · D O'k> W> with O'; = ( s;, </>;, P;, n;). As soon as
ni > p the a; is of no interest to us (we refer to transition rule (4)).
Let us assume that all ni ,.;;;; p.
The only way to increase the n;'s is by applying transition rules (1) and (2).
The only way to increase the number of a;'s is to use rule (5), but the amount of new elements of the
form of the a;'s is equal to number of clauses in the program which is finite, so for every state
k < 00.
In a finite number of steps we can create a state in which all the n;'s are equal to p. So the total
number of ( 0, p)'s is also finite, which means that s < oo. D
(3.5) LEMMA Let /3==1=- ..L. If (/3, s) E 0( b, m, q,, P, n), then there is a "minimal" production
sequence (finite or infinite) <(b,q,,P,n), 0 >, <ai. W 1 >, · · · such that (/3, s) E W1 and
(/3, s) f/. W1- I and for all other production sequences, whenever (/3, s) E Wk then k ;;;..: I.
PROOF Omitted. 0
In the above situation I is called the minimal production index of (/3 s ).
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= { (ft, s) E 0( b,

(3.6) DEFINITION MP/1( b, m, cf>, P, n)
index of (ft, s) is I }

We write MP/1 for short, if no confusion is possible.
It is obvious that MP/0 = 0 and 0( b, m, cf>, P, n) IBIN-{ l.}
If we write ( 0, p, s) we mean (( 0, p), s)

m, c[>, P, n)

=

I the minimal production

U ~o MPI;

(3.7) LEMMA ( 0, p, s) E 0( a Ac, m, cf>, P, n) if and only if 'lr/i = 1, ... , I ( O;, p;, s;) E
0(a,m, c[>,P, n)suchthat(O,p, t;)E 0(c,m, 0; 0 c[>,P,p;)and}';~=lsi X t;=s

PROOF Omitted. 0
(3.8) DEFINITION 'l'p{ b, m, cf>, P, n)

=

B(b) (il>(P"f('A a cf> n. { ..L})) (cf>, n)

= o;=o 'l'p{ b, m, cf>, P, n) IBIN-{ l.}
PROOF !':mui) With induction on the minimal production index and the complexity of b. We
prove:
'lr// 'lr/b :(0, k, s) E MPI1 3pb: 'lr/p ;;;;., Pb: (0, k, s) E 'l'p( b, m, cf>, P, n), as follows: If I= 0 then
nothing has to be proved and we are ready.
So let it be proven for minimal production sequences less than /.
- b - true; Pb = 0 and we are ready.
- b - a; 0( a, m, cf>, P, n) = 0( bi, n + 1, 01 °cf>, n +I) $ · · · $ 0( b1 , n + 1, 01 °cf>, n + 1), with
a; +-- b; in P and O; = mgu ( cf>(a), if;n + 1(a;)) exists.
The minimal production index of ( 0, k, s;) E 0( b;, n + 1, O; 0 cf>, n + 1) is less than the one of
0( a, m, cf>, P, n), with }';l=1 s; = s.
So 'lrlp ;;;;., Pb,: ( 0, k, s;) E 'l'p(b;, n + 1, O; 0 cf>, P, n + 1).
Let Pmax = max{ Pb, I i = 1, ... , t }
then 'lr/p;;;.opmax: (O,k,s)E 'l'p(b1,n+l,01°cf>,n+l) $ .. E9 'l'p(b1 ,n+l,01 °c[>,n+l)=
'l'p+i( a, m, cf>, P, n)
a Ac; (0, k, s) E 0(a Ac, m, cf>, P, n) then with induction and the previous lemma we have:
- b
'lr/i = 1, ... , I 'lr/p ;;;;., Pa,i: ( O;, p;, s;) E 'l'p( a, m, cf>, P, n) such that 'lr/p ;;;;., Pc,i: ( 0, p, t;) E
'l'p( c, m, O; ocp, P, p;)
Letpmax =max{p0 ; ,pc 1· Ii= 1, ... ,/ and}= 1, ... ,/}
I
I
'
'
then 'lr/p;;;.opmax·. (O,k,}';;=1s;Xt;) EEB;=1(s;® 'l'p(c,m,0; 0 cf>,p;)) thus 'lr/p;;;.opmax:
( 0, k, s) E 'l'p( a Ac, m, cf>, n)
-;;;J mu!) to prove: 'lr/p: 'lr/b: 'l'p{ b, m, cf>, P, n) ,,;;;;; 0( b, m, cf>, P, n ). Induction on the complexity of
b and p and previous lemma. Further proof omitted. D
(3.9) LEMMA 0( b, m, cf>, P, n) IBIN-{ l.}

=

(3.10) LEMMA ( ..L, oo) ~ 0( b, m, cf>, P, n) iff ( ..L, oo) ~ o;=o 'l'p( b, m, cf>, P, n)
PROOF only if) With induction on b and the length of the production sequence. Since for all W
such that <(b,m,cp,P,n), 0 > ~ 00 Wwe have W = 0( b, m, cf>, P, n)).
Assume that the production sequence has non-zero length.
- b _true ; then we are ready.
- b - a ; We take the following production sequence:
<(a,cp,P,n), 0 >, ... , <a 1 D · · · D a1 , 0 >, where a;= (b;, O; 0 cf>, P, n + 1), and a; +-b; in P
and O; = mgu( cf>(a), if;n+ 1(a;)) exist, 1.;;;;i.;;;;t.
0(bi, n + 1, 01 °cf>, P, n + 1) E9 · · · $
0( a, m, cf>, P, n) =
that
true
is
It
0(b1 , n + 1, 01 ocp, P, n + 1) and the length of the production steps of the b;'s are shorter than a, so
( ..L, oo) ~ o;=o 'l'p(b;, n + 1, O; 0 cf>, P, n + 1) and o;=o 'l'p( a, m, cf>, P, n) =
o;=o $f=1 'l'p(b;, n+l, 0; 0 cf>, P, n+l) = $f=10;=0 'l'p(b;, n+l, 0; 0 cf>, P, n+l),
so ( ..L, oo) ~ o;=o 'l'p( a, m, cf>, P, n).
if (..L, oo)~0(aAc, m, cf>, P, n), then (..L, oo)~0(a, m, cf>, P, n) and
b=aAc;
so
'lr/(O, k, s) E 0( a, m, cf>, P, n),
( ..L, oo) ~ 0( c, m, 0°cf>, P, k):
:
n)
P,
cf>,
m,
a,
'l'p(
o;=o
E
s)
k,
'lr/{O,
and
n)
P,
cf>,
m,
a,
'l'p(
( ..L, oo) ~ o;=o
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( ...L, oo) El o;=o i'p( c, m, IJ 0 tp, P, k) and thus ( ...L, oo) El o;=o 'i'p( a Ac, m, tp, P, n)
if)
( ...L, oo) El o;=o i'p( b, m, tp, P, n)
this
means
there
is
a
p such that
( ...L, oo) Et i'P( b, m, q,, P, n). Proof with induction on band p, it is an analogous proof as the "only
if' case part as described above. Further proof is omitted. D
Now we have that E>( b, m, tp, P, n) = o;=o i'p( b, m, tp, P, n) and this implies

= 6D (P +-- b). With these last two lemmas we have proved the equivalence of the operational
and denotational semantics.

(9 (P +-- b)
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3.2.. The operational and denotational semantics of a subset of Prolog
Prolog is a logic programming language first developed by Alain Colmerauer of the University of
Marseille in 1970, [44]. The Prolog interpreter uses as computation rule leftmost and search rule
depth first (with an ordering on the clauses).
INTRODUCTION

We know that different computation rules lead to the same results. However different search rules
can lead to different results. For example: Consider the program P : = { n (0) ~true,
n(s(xi))~n(xi)} and the goal ~n(x1).
Take as search rule:
in each node take the left most son not yet visited and mark this node as visited, if none is left, go
up one node and repeat this procedure.
With this search rule we find all the natural numbers. But if we have as search rule:
in each node take the right most son not yet visited and mark this node as visited, if none is left, go
up one node and repeat this procedure.
then we will find no answer substitutions.
In this section a operational and a denotational semantics of Prolog as proposed by Jones and
Mycroft, [26] is given. We add an equivalence proof of these two semantics.

SOME MATHEMATICAL DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

Before we can give the operational- and denotational semantics we have to develop a domain and
some operators on it.
Let BIN now stand for SUBST X NUM, J_ is a new element not in BIN. We define BIN1' as
BIN1' : = BIN* U BIN* J_ U BIN 00 •
The following ordering can be defined on BIN1' . If x and y are elements of BIN1' , then x ~y if
either x E BIN* U BIN 00 and x =y, or x = x' J_ and x' is a prefix of y. In [3] and [37] it is proven that ( BIN'', ~ , J_) is a cpo.
We have a concatenation operator '•' defined as follows: x •y = xy if x
x E BIN* J_ U BIN 00 • ' • ' is continuous in both arguments. See [3].

E

BIN*, and x •y

=x

if

THE OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS OF PROLOG
The definition of the classes BODY, CONJ, CLAUSE and SENT are not changed. The class
PROG is slightly modified. It is defined by: P : : = a I a • P
Because the Prolog interpreter uses the so-called backtracking mechanism it has to update control
information at each visit of a node in the search tree. This is done by stack management. The whole
stack forms the state of the derivation. Each element of the stack contains information about the
current subgoal, the clauses which we have not yet applied to the subgoal, the substitution so far generated and a renaming index for the clauses.
We define the class STACK, with typical elements s,.. by STACK= BODY*. We define the class
STATE, with typical elements a, .. by STATE= (STACK X SUBST X PROG X NUM )*.
We define a transition relation ~ on STATE X BIN'' to (STATE X BINtr) U BIN 1' . For a
sentence P~b, we define the start goal by <(b, Id, P, 0), t: >.
11
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THE. DEFINITION
<(a • s, cp,

OF THE TRANSITION RULES:

(a'~ b')

• P', n) •a, w >

~<(o/n+1(b')•s,

if 0 =
~

(1)

(0°cp), P, n+l)•a', w>

mgu(cp( a ), o/n + 1( a' )) exists.

<a', w > otherwise.

with a'= (a •s, cp, P', n)•a

<((a/\c)•s, cp,

(a'~b')•P',

n)•a, w>

~<(o/n+1(b')•c•s,

if 0 =
~

(2)

(0°cp), P, n+l)•a', w>

mgu(cp(_ a ), o/n + 1( a' )) exists.

<a', w > otherwise.

witha'=((a/\c)•s, cp, P', n)•a

<(true •s, cp, P', n) •a, w >
<(c•s, cp,

£,

n)•a,

~

w>~<o,

<(s, cp, P, n) •a, w >

(3)
(4)

w>

<(£, cp, P', n) •a, w >~<a, w •(cp,n)>

(5)

<£,

(6)

w>~w

Again a production sequence is a finite or infinite sequence of the form:
(*) <a0 , w 0 >, <al> w 1>, .. , Wm or
(**) <oo, Wo>, <oi. w1>, .. , <on, Wn>, <an+I> Wn+1>, ..
where <am wn>~<an+I> Wn+1> holds for n =O, 1, 2, ... We say that <a, w>~
w' E BIN'r, whenever one of the following conditions is satisfied:
I. There is a finite sequence(*) with <a0 ,w0 > = <o, w> and <on, wn> ~ w'.
2. There is an infinite sequence(**) with <o0 ,w0 > =<a, w> and the sequence

00

w', where

<wn >n is constant for n ~ no for some no and w' = Wn 0 • l...
3. There is an infinite sequence(**) with <a0 ,w0 > = <o, w> and the sequence
<wn >n is not constant and w' = supn wn.
We define: 0(P ~b) = w, if<( b, Id, P, 0), £> ~ 00 w.
Some remarks: It must be noticed that in every production step exactly one of the transition rules
can be chosen. In transition rules (1) and (2) we resolve a against a' ~b'. Because we want to apply
the rules in P' on a too, we save that information on the stack (see a'). Rule (4) simulates the so
called backtracking mechanism of Prolog. If no rules are left to unify with, the top element of the
stack is popped. In case we have reduced our goal to£, (rule (5)), the answer substitution is delivered
and the top element is popped of the stack. It is obvious that the wn's in the production sequence are
prefixes of the Wn + 1's, so supn wn in condition 3. is well defined.
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SOME MATHEMATICAL DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Before we give a description of the denotational semantics, we must define a new function:
(3.11) DEFINITION append: ((BIN ~BIN 1r) X BIN 1r) ~ BIN1r is defined by

t(a) •append( t, x')
append( t, x)

x

Of=o append( t,

xi)

if x = ax' with x' E BIN* ...L U BIN*
if x = £ or x = ...L

if x

E

BIN 00 with <xi>i a chain

and 'Vi: xi E BIN* ...L and x = 0 ~o xi
(3.12) LEMMA append is monotonic and continuous in both arguments.
PROOF With induction on the length of x. 0

THE DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS
Again we have the class ENV of environments with typical elements y,.. defined by
ENV =ATOM X BIN ~ BIN 1r. ENV is a cpo because BIN 1r is, with bottom element:
>-.a (<J>, n) . ...L.
(3.13) DEFINITION The mapping 0D : BODY X ENV X BIN ~ BIN 1r is defined by:
I. <ffi(trne)(y)(<j>,n) = (<j>,n);
2. <ffi(a)(y)(<j>,n) = y(a)(<j>,n);
3. <ffi(a /\ c)(y)(<f>, n) = append(>-. (0,n'). <ffi(c)(y)((0°<j>),n'), y(a)(<j>,n)).
(3.14) DEFINITION The function cl>: PROG
1. cI>(t:)(a)(<j>,n) = t:;
cI>({a'~b')•P')(y)(a)

2.

(<j>,n)=cJOo',

~

with

( ENV

~

ENV) is defined by:
o=<ffi(if;n+J{b'))

(y)((0°<j>),(n+l))

if

(J = mgu(<f>(a),o/n+1(a')) exists, else o=t: and o' = cI>(P')(y)(a)(<f>,n)

(3.15) DEFINITION The function 6j) : SENT ~ (BIN)'r is defined by: 6D(P ~b) = <ffi(b)(y)(Id, 0)
with: y = lfp cI>(P) = o;=o (cI>(P)f('Aa /3 . ...L ).
With this definition and the previous lemmas we can prove the following theorem:
(3.16) THEOREM 1. A y.<ffi(b) (y) (<J>, n) : ENV ~ BIN 1r is a continuous function
2. cI>(P) : ENV ~ ENV is a continuous function
PROOF 1. With induction on the complexity of b and the continuity of append.
2. With induction on the complexity of P and the continuity of 0D and • . 0

THE EQUIVALENCE OF THE OPERATIONAL AND DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS
In this section we prove that for each program P and for each goal b, the operational and denotational semantics coincide. First some definitions.
(3.17) DEFINITION Let index(b)=m. We define:
1. 0( b, m, <j>, P, n) = w iff <( b, <f>, P, n ), t:> ~ 00 w.
2. i'p( b, m, <J>, P, n) = B(b) ( cI>(P'f ('A a (<J>, n) . ...L)) (<f>, n).
3. i'( b, m, <f>, P, n) = o;=o i'p( b, m, <f>, P, n).
Notice that o;=o i'p( b, m, <J>, P, n) = B(b)fix (cI>(P)) (<J>, n). We will prove 'Vb, m, <f>, P, n:
m, <J>, P, n) = o;=o i'p( b, m, <J>, P, n) Before we can prove this there are several propositions
to be provided. Most of their proves are straight forward with induction on the complexity of b or
the length of the production sequence or on the index p.

0( b,
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(3.18)

Vi: n;

~

PROPOSITION If o;=o i'p(b, m, cf>, P, n)=
n, O; E SUBST and O; = O;' 0 cf>.

(Oi. n1)•(82, n2)·

(83, n3)•..

then

PROOF Omitted. D
A similar proposition holds for 0( b, m, cf>, P, n ).
(3.19) PROPOSITION Let <oi. £>, <o2, £>, .. be a production sequence. with o 1 = ( b, cf>, P, n),

then Vi: O; = ( sL cf>L P\, n\> • ( s~, cf>t P~, n~) • .. ( s},, cf>}.. P},, n},)
Vi, j: cf>JESUBST and cf>J = 8)ocf>.
PROOF With induction on the length of the production sequence. D
(3.20) PROPOSITION The following two assertions are equivalent:

(cpl{, n/i)>, o; =(s\, cf>L P\, n\)•

(1) <(a, cf>, P, n), £>, <02, £> ,.. , <op, £>, <op+I>

( s~,

cf>~,

Pt n~) • .. • (a, cf>, P', n), with sJI =£and s) =F £,

(2) <(a/\c, cf>, P, n), £>, <02', £> ,.. ,
P~, n~) • .. • (a •c, cf>, P', n), with s~ =£and

<o/, £>, o;'=(s\ •c, cf>L P\, n\>• (s~ •c, cf>~,

s) =F £.

PROOF with induction on the length of the production sequence. D
(3.21) PROPOSITION The following two assertions are equivalent:
(1) < Ot •02 • .. •Ok> Wn> ,.., < 02 • .. •ok> Wn+p>,
(2) <<Ji. Wn> ,.. , < £, Wn+p>,

PROOF Omitted. D
(3.22)

PROPOSITION Let

Vi: <( c, O; 0 cf>, P, n;), £>
<(a/\c, cf>, P, n), £>~

00

<(a, cf>, P, n), £> ~ 00
~

00

(

(

8i. ni) •( 82, n2)

cf>;, i. n;, 1) • ( cf>;, 2• n;,2)

(cf>1,i. n1,1)•(cf>1,2. n1,2)

•( 83, n3) •.. .

Then

• ( cf>;, 3, n;, 3) • .. , if and only if

• .. •

(cf>i,i. n2,1)•(cf>2,2, n2,2)

• .. •

( cf>J,i. n3,i) •( cf>3,2, n3,2) • ...
PROOF with all the previous propositions. If a production sequence is infinite for certain i, then
substitutions with index higher than i disappear. D
(3.23) LEMMA Vp Vb: i'p( b, m, cf>, P, n) :s;;; 0( b, m, cf>, P, n)

PRooF With induction on p and the complexity of b.
• .. •
'11p-i(bi,n+I,0 1°cp,P,n+l)
i'p(a,m,cp,P,n)=
b=a:
that order and
occuring in P i n
with a;~b;
'11p-i(b1 ,n+I,01 °cf>,P,n+I)
O; = mgu( cf>(a), i/tn +1(a;)) exists. Our induction hypothesis says: i'p-t( b;, n + 1, O; 0 cf>, P, n + 1) :s;;;
0(bi.n+I,01°cp,P,n+I) • .. •
Since 0(a,m,cp,P,n)=
0(b;,n+I,8; 0 cf>,P,n+I).
0( b1 , n + 1, 81 °cf>, P, n + 1), it follows that i'p( a, m, cf>, P, n) :s;;; 0( a, m, cf>, P, n).
b =a/\c: i'p(a/\c, m, cf>, n) = append( A.On'. i'p(c, m, (8°cf>), n'), i'p(m, a, cf>, n)). The
induction hypothesis gives us: V(O, n'): i'p( c, m, (Oocp), n') :s;;; 0( c, m, (0°cf>), n'), and
i'p( a, m, cf>, n) :s;;; 0( a, m, cf>, n). Then with the previous proposition, it follows:
append( A. (Jn'. 0( c, m, (0°cf>), n'), 0( a, m, cf>, n)) = 0( a/\ c, m, cf>, n), so i'p( a/\ c, m, cf>, n)
:s;;; 0( a /\ c, m, cf>, n ). D
(3.24) DEFINITION We define
if <( b, m, cf>, P, n) £>, <oi. w 1>, .. ,<ok-1' wk-1>,w

w { is its production sequence.
if <(b, m, cf>, P, n) £>, <oi. w 1>, .. ,<ok> wk>, ..
wk .l. { is its production sequence.
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(3-.25)

LEMMA

PROOF

(3.26)

0

r =O 0k( b, m, cp, P, n) = 0( b, m, cp, P,

n)

Omitted. 0

LEMMA

't/k 't/b: 0k( b, m,

cp,

P, n) .;;;;; 'I'( b, m,

cp,

P, n)

PROOF With induction on k and b. An analogous proof as the previous lemma. 0
Finally we have arrived at:

(3.27) THEOREM 0(P ~b)

= 6D(P ~b).

0
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3.3. · The operational semantics of Concurrent Prolog
In this part of our paper we will describe an operational model of Concurrent Prolog. CP is a vari-

ant of the programming language Prolog. Prolog is a sequential simulation of a parallel computation
model. Shapiro gives in [45] two reasons for exploiting Prolog's underlying parallelism: One is to
improve the performance of Prolog in some of its current applications, perhaps using novel computer
architectures. The other is to incorporate in the range of Prolog applications that require concurrency. CP is concerned with both.
In the same article Shapiro gives a sketch of a CP interpreter. We will closely follow this sketch to
define our operational model. But before we come to the definition of the transition- and inference
rules, we describe the syntax and the informal semantics of CP.
CP adds two syntactic constructs to logic programs: read-only annotation of variables, e.g. x?, and
the commit operator ":", (Shapiro uses "I".) Both are used to control the computation, i.e. the construction of the derivation, by restricting the order in which goals can be resolved and restricting the
choice of clauses that can be used to resolve them. A CP-program is a set of guarded clauses. A
guarded clause is a universally quantified axiom of the form:
A~G1/\G2/\

.. /\Gm :B1/\ .. /\Bn, m, n ;;;;;..o

where the G's and the B's are atoms. The G's form the guard of the clause. When the guard is empty
the commit operator is omitted. The clause may contain variables marked "read-only".
The commit operator generalizes and cleans up the cut operator of sequential Prolog. Declaratively it
reads like a conjunction. A is implied by G's /\ B's. Operationally a guarded clause and an atom can
be resolved against each other if the head of the clause and the atom are unifiable and the guard of
the clause can be resolved successfully. The bindings made during the evaluating of the guard have to
be composed with the associated substitution.
The unification of terms containing read-only variables is an extension of the normal unification. The
unification of a read-only variable x? with a term t succeeds only if t is a variable, (hence not a
read-only variable). If in an atom a a read-only variable x? occurs and in the associated substitution
cp, x receives a value not equal to a variable, then the annotation of the read-only variable x? disappears in cp(a).
We represent the read-only annotations as a unary functor written in postfix notation. The unification
algorithm will handle this functor in a special manner, as described above. We notice that the readonly annotation is an annotation strictly bounded to the variable it has as its argument. This means
that if x? is a read-only variable and x is assigned a non-variable term which contains at least one
variable, then these variables are not read-only.
The concept of read-only variables provides CP with a powerful programming technique, called
partially determined messages.
Now we know what a CP-program looks like and how the unification algorithm works, we will give
an informal description of the CP interpreter, which will model our operational semantics.
THE CP INTERPRETER
The execution of an atom is called a proces. A set of processes is called a system. The execution
of a CP system S running a program P can be described informally as follows:
Each process Al in S tries to unify Al with each head of a clause A ~ G : B in P in parallel. If the
unification is successful the guard system G is executed. As soon as one of the guard systems terminates successfully and can commit Al is replaced by the system Band all the other guard systems
are discarded. The system S terminates when it is empty. It may become empty only if some of the
clauses in P have empty bodies.
The computation of a CP-program causes a hierarchy of systems. Each process may invoke several
guard systems with the intention to find a reducing clause and each of these guard systems may create
other systems as well. The communication between these systems is governed by the commitment
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mechanism. Each system created by Al has only access to variables which occur in Al, which are
private copies of the global ones. When a commitment is made, the variables are unified against their
global counter parts and if the unification succeeds the body system B of the chosen clause replaces
A.
We will now give a more detailed description of the CP interpreter. The CP interpreter uses three
kinds of processes: an and-dispatcher, an or-dispatcher and a unifier. These processes should not be
confused with the CP processes themselves, which are unit goals.
We begin with a system S of a CP process. After an and-dispatcher is invoked with S, the computation proceeds as follows:
• An and-dispatcher, invoked with system S, spawns an or-dispatcher for every CP process in S, and
waits for all its child or-dispatchers to report success. When they do, it reports success and terminates.
• An or-dispatcher, invoked with a CP process A, operates as follows. For every clause Al ~ G : B,
whose head is potentially unifiable with A, it invokes a unifier with A and the clause Al ~ G : B.
Following that the or-dispatcher waits for any of the unifiers to report success. When one such
report arrives, the or-dispatcher reports success to its parent and-dispatcher and terminates.
• A unifier, invoked with a CP process A and a guarded clause Al ~ G : B, operates as follows:
It attempts to unify A with Al, storing bindings made to non read-only variables in A on a private
storage. If and when successful, it invokes an and dispatcher with G and waits for it to report success.
When this report arrives, the unifier attempts to commit, as explained below. If the commitment
completed successfully it reports success, but in either case it terminates.
At most one unifier spawned by an or-dispatcher may commit. This mutual exclusion can be achieved
by the standard techniques developed for this kind of problems. When a unifier wants to commit, it
first has to have permission to do so. If it has, it will try to unify the local copies of the variables with
the corresponding global ones and if successful, then the commitment completes successfully.
Some remarks: In the description of the unifier process, we wrote attempts to unify, because it is
possible that a unification fails due to read-only constraints, in that case unification may succeed
later. In this case we will call the process A with the clause Al~ G : B a suspended process. The
process of unification is therefore a continuous activity, which terminates only on success and when
failure is not caused by violation of the read-only constraints, because in the latter case it can not be
cured in the future.

THE CP OPERATIONAL MODEL
The following part of this chapter is a description of the operational model of CP. The three
processes described in the previous section build a hierarchical structure of systems. Systems contain
unit goals and/ or other systems. These systems will be expressed in our model by some new syntactic
operators.
Because all the atoms in a conjunction are developed in parallel, we must take care of renaming of
variables. The following may not happen: suppose that during the reduction of a 1 a variable occurs
which was not in a 1 and a 2 , that this variable occurs also in the reduction of a 2 and that the values of
this variable in the two processes differ. Possibly one unification against the global counterpart
succeeds, while the other fails. The second unification would have been possible if the variable was
properly renamed.
To overcome this problem we introduce a countably number of disjoint sets with countable many
variables:
(3.28) DEFINITION Let f.L and
VAR. = { XJ, X2, X3, .. }
VAR,. = { XJ,n X2,n X3,,., .. }

'T

be elements of NUM* then:
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VAR = u { VAR,. I TENUM } .
We fix renamings 1/J,.:VAR€ ~ VAR,., with 1/1,.(xj) = xj,,.
0

In our model a process A consists of an atom with renaming index, a substitution (the local copies
of the variables}, a sentence and a renaming index for that sentence and some local status information. All the processes on the same level have a joint global status, which contains information about
the global variables, the number of processes currently running on this level and a state of activeness.
A process can also be a system. This occurs when the guard system is set up by the unifier. The local
status information tells us if we are in an active, suspended or an update state and if we develop a
guard or a body or the process wants to commit. The global status denotes the activity of the system,
this can be just active or in a update state. A process is in a suspended state if it tries to unify but
due to read-only constraints fails. Then it has to wait for the information to be delivered when its
local variables are updated (this occurs when the global status is in the update state).
If a process does commit, then the system goes in the update state, denoted by the global status. In
this state all the local copies of the variables of the different processes are updated with the
corresponding global ones, if possible.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF OUR MODEL
In our model we start with a goal, say OJ /\ •• /\On. For each o; a process is made (compare this
with the and-dispatcher of Shapiro's interpreter). All these processes form a system.
Then for all the clauses in Pa process is set up with o; (compare this with the or-dispatcher)
Then if the head of the clause is unifiable with o;, processes are created to solve the guards. If one of
the guard systems of an atom o; is finished successfully and commits, then all the other guard systems
of the atom o; are discarded and the body is added to the system we began with (compare this with
the unifier process).

THE OPERATIONAL MODEL
First we have some definitions. We introduce some new classes: GBODY, STATE, BODY STATE,
GLOBAL STATE, AND STATE, OR STATE, AS and GB respectively with typical elements: gb, o,
ob, 0 81, oA-;D, o 0 R, T and-V respectivelJ.
(3.29) DEFINITION
STATE= BODY STATE X NUM* X SUBST X PROG X NUM* X AS X GB
GLOBAL STATE= AND STATE X (AS X NUM X NUM X SUBST)
Let c e CONJ then c ::= - o I CJ /\c 2
Let ooR e OR_STATE then ooR ::= o I ooR, 11 ooR,
Let oAND eAND_STATE then oAND ::= o 0 R I oAND, 0 oAND,
Let ab e BODY_STATE then ob ::= gb I 0 81 : b
Letgb eGBODYthengb ::= b I b 1 : b2
The set AS has as elements A, S and U, which tell us if the process is in a Active- Suspended- or
Update state.
The set GB has as its elements G, B and C, which tell us if a process is part of a Body or Guard of a
clause or it shows us it wants to make a Commitment.
For the classes BODY, SUBST, NUM and PROG we use definitions as defined in chapter 2. In the
previous chapters we had a goal b with index(b) :s;;; m. This meant that vor(b) ~ Uf'= 0 VAR;, but
since we have a more complex partition of VAR, we cannot do this any more. From now on for all
b E BODY, var(b) ~ VAR€ and in our model (b, µ.)stand for 1/1,.(b).
The
transition
relation
"~"
is
defined
on
GLOBAL STATE
to
GLOBAL STATE U (AS X NUM X NUM X SUBST) U { t: }
We define-for the sentence P+.-b the start goal by: <[b, E, Id, P, 0, A, BJ, (A, 1, 0, Id)>.
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In the following definition T stands for a A or S (not U) and V stands for G or B (not C).
Let Ic I stands for the number of atoms in c, so Iao /\ ai /\ a2 I = 3.

THE TRANSmON RULES
AND-parallelism

cp, P',

< [ci /\ c2, µ,

cp, P',

°"' < [ci. µ,

q, A, V], (T, n, 0, cp') >

T •

T •

q, A, V] 0 [c2, µ, cp, P',

T,

A, V], (T, n, 0, cp')>

(1)

T •

(q + Ici

I),

A, V], (T, n + 1, 0, cp') >

OR-parallelism

<[a,µ, cp, PillP2,
°"'<[a, µ,

cp, Pi.

T,

(2)

A, V] II [a, µ, cp, Pi.

A, V], (T, n + 1, 0, </>') >

T,

Guard evaluation
< [bi : b2, µ, </>, P',
°"'

< [

cp, P',

<[bi. µ,

(T, n, 0,

cp')

q, A, V], (T, n, 0, cp') >

T •

(3)

V], (A, 1, 0, cp) > : b2, µ, </>, P, T•(q +lei

T•q, A,

I),

A,

G],

>

Unifier process

< [a, µ, cp, a' ~bi' : b2'•

T,

A, V], (T, n, 0, cp') >

""'<[bi': b2'• T•O,
if fJ = mgu(

cp ("'"(a)),
a'~b1':

°"'<[a, µ, </>,
if fJ

(8°cp),

(4a)

P, T•O, A, G], (T, n, 0,

1/1...

b2',

o (a'))
T,

cp')

>

exists

S, V], (T, n, 0, </>') >

= mgu( cp ("'"(a)), o/.,.o (a'))

suspends

°"' £ otherwise
< [a, µ,

cp,

a'~ b', T,

~

A, V], (T, n, 0, </>') >

(4b)

< [b', T•O, (8°cp), P, T•O, A, C], (T, n, 0, </>'} >
if fJ

= mgu( cp ( o/"(a) ), o/... o (a'))

°"' < [a, µ,

cp, a' ~b',

if fJ = mgu(

cp ( o/"

T,

exists

S, V], (T, n, 0, </>') >

(a)), o/,..o (a')) suspends

°"' £ otherwise
Evaluate guard

< [

<(Ti. ni. 0, </>1)> : b, µ, cp, P',
-7

< [ b, µ, (</>i 0 </>), P,

T,

T,

A,

v],

(T2, n2, 0, 4'2)

>

(5)

A, C], (T2, n2, 0, 4'2) >

Committing

<

(b, µ,

cpi, P,

T

A, C], (T, n,

0, 4'2)

>

(6)
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.

~

< [b, µ, (fJoq,1), P, T u, B], (U, n, 1, (8°<f>i.)) >
if fJ = mgu ( q,., <f>i.) exists

~£

otherwise

Going in Update state

< [true,

q,,

p.,

P',

A, V], (T, n, 0,

T,

q,') >

~

< ( U, n -1, 0, (8°q,)) >
if (J = mgu ( q,, q,') exists

~£

(7)

otherwise

Transition in update state

< [gb, µ, q, 1 , P',
~

T, V], (U, n, p, <f>i.)

T

otherwise

< [ <aAND• (T, n,
~ < [ <aAND• (U,
~£

(J

(8)

< [b, µ, (8°4'1), P', T U, V], (U, n, p + 1, </>i.)) >
if () = mgu( q, 1, <f>i.) exists

~£

if

>

> : b,

0, 4'1)

µ., <f>i., P', T A,

n, 0, (8°4>1))

= mgu( q,., '1>3)

> : b,

v],

(U, n', p, '1>3)

µ, <f>i., P', T U,

v],

>

(U, n, p +I, q,3))

(9)

>

exists

otherwise

From update state to active state
<(]AND• (U, n, n, q,)

<

[ab, µ,

q,,

>

~

<

<1AND• (A, n, n, q,)

P', T, U, V], (A, n, p, q,')
~

>

(10)

>

(11)

< [ab, µ, q,, P', T, A, V], (A, n, p -1, <(>') >

Now we have defined the transition rules, we have to define some inference rules also.
The T, T' and T" can now have the values A, S and U.
THE INFERENCE RULES
OR-parallelism

<

> ~ < [a, B ], (T', n', p',
< aoR, II aoR,(T, n, p, q,) > ~ < [a, B ], (T', n' -1,
< <JoR, ,(T, n, p, 4') > ~ < [a, B ], (T', n', p',
< aoR II aoR, ,(T, n, p, q,) > ~ < [a, B ], (T', n' -1,
<
<

aoR,

<
<

aoR, ,(T, n, p, q,)

>
p, 4') >
p, 4') >
p, 4') >

<JoR,,(T, n, p, 4')

II aoR,(T,

n,

<JoR,,(T, n,

aoR II <JoR, ,(T, n,

<
~<
~<
~<
~

q,')

>

p', q,') >
q,')

>

p', q,') >

<JoR,, (T', n', p', q,')

>

aoR, II aoR• (T', n', p', q,')
aoR,. (T', n', p', q,')

>

>

<JoR II aoR,, (T', n', p', q,')

>

(12a)
(12b)

(12c)

(12d)
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<
<

<IoR,

II a0R,(T,

n, p,

<
<

<IoR

II <IoR, ,(T,

<IoR, ,(T, n, p, cp)

cp) >

~

<

>

~

<

~ t:

a0R, (T, n -1, p,

aoR,,(T, n, p, cp)

n, p, cp)

>
>

(12e)

cp) >

~t:

a0R, (T, n -1, p, cp)

(12t)

>

AND-parallelism

<
<

<1AND, 0 <1ANn,(T,

<
<

<1AND, ,(T,

<1AND 0 <1AND, ,(T,

<
<

>
n, p, cf>) >
n, p, c/J) >
n, p, c/J) >

<1AND, ,(T, n, p, cf>)

<

<

cp') >

<1AND2 0 <1AND' (T', n', p',
<1AND,, (T', n', p',

(13a)

cp') >

cp') >

<1AND 0 <1AND,, (T', n', p',

(13b)

cp') >

>

(13c)

< <1AND' (U', n', p', cp') >
n, p, cp) >~ < (U', n', p', cp') >
n, p, cf>) > ~ < <1AND' (U', n', p', cp') >
>

~

(13d)

<1AND,,(T, n, p, cf>) >~t:

<1AND, 0 <1AND•(T, n, p, c/J)

<
<

<1AND, ,(T,

<1AND 0 <1AND, ,(T,

<

<1AND,, (T', n', p',

<1AND, ,(T, n, p, cp) >~< (U', n', p', cp')

<1AND, 0 <1ANn,(T, n, p, cf>)

<

<
~<
~<
~<

~

<1AND,,(T, n, p, cf>)

>

>

(13e)

~t:

~t:

<1AND 0 <1AND, ,(T, n, p, c/J)

>

(13t)

~t:

Guard evaluation

<

<1AND, ,(T, n, p,

< [ <aAND,' (T,
~ < [ <aAND,,

n,

~

<

<1AND,, (T', n', p', cp')

>

p, cp) > : b, µ., <f>i, P', 'T, TJ, v], (T", n", p", cp")

(T', n', p', cp') > : b, µ., <f>i, P', 'T, T1,

<
<[<aAND,, (T, n,

cp) >

<1AND,,(T, n, p, c/J)

>

v],

(14a)

>

(T", n", p", cp"))

~t:

p, cp) >: b, µ., <f>i, P', 'TT, v], (T", n", p", cp") >~t:

>
(14b)

Remarks: Transition rules (1) and (2) establish the so called AND- and OR-parallelism. Notice that
rule (2) is alike rule (5) of the definition of the operational semantics in the first part of this chapter.
Rule (3) together with inference rule (14) shows us that to evaluate a guarded-body, we must first
evaluate the guard. In rule (4b) we have a clause with an empty guard, so if the mgu exists this process is ready to commit. If a guard has been successfully evaluated (rule (5)) then the process wants
to commit (note: cp 1 can be written as cp1' 0 cp). A process can commit if the mgu of the two substitutions exists. t If a commitment has been made the system is in the update state. This happens also if

t

The mgu of two substitution with finite domain, </>i and <f>2 can be calculated as follows:
Let dom(<f>i) U dom(</>i) = { y 1 , •.,yn }. Let p be a new predicate symbol of arity n then
mgu( </>1 , <f>2) ::= mgu( </>1(p(yi. •• ,y.)), </>i(p(yi, .. ,y.)))
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a guarded-body has been successful (rule (7)). All the processes are suspended until they have
received the global information (rules (8) - (12)). In inference rules (12a) and (12b) [o,B] is an element of STATE. If a o0 R evaluates to [a,B], this means the commitment has been successful, then all
the other processes, which were in "OR-parallel" with the first one are discarded (rules (12a) and
(12b)).

We have four kinds of production sequences:
Ogf,, .• ,(A, 0, 0, <[>)

(I)og/0 , Ogf,,

(2)
(3)
(4)

Og/0

,

C1g/1 ,

C1gt,,··• Ogt.

CJg/0 , Ogt,,

Og/2'··• €

Og/0 , Ogt,,

Ogt,,··

..

where Ogt. ~Ogt•• , holds for n = 0, 1, 2, ... 1- is defined as before. In possibility (2) ag1• is not equal
to £ or (T, n, p, <[>). Production sequence (1) is the successful one. The second (2) occurs if all the
processes are suspended and there is not a process running which can activate the system. (3) happens when the goal is not satisfiable. (4) if the computation never ends.
We say that Ogt ~ 00 W, where WE '1!>( SUBST U { 1-} ), if one of the following conditions hold:
1. In case production sequence 1. then W = { <[> }
2. In case 2. and 3. then W = 0
3. In case 4. W = { 1- }.
The operational semantics can be defined as:
l9( P~b) = U{ WI <[b, €,Id, P, 0, A, B], (A, 1, 0, /d)>~ W }.
With this last definition we have reached the end of this chapter. We do not give a denotational
semantics of CP because we do not have one. Note that l9(P ~b) E '1!>( SUBST U { 1- }). Moreover
it is probably the case that if e(P ~ b) is infinite, 1- is an element of e(P ~ b ), but we do not know
it for sure. We do not know enough of the effects of the read-only variables and the commitment
operator on the production sequences. In the epilog we will say something more about further
research areas.
00
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Chapter 4
Infinite computations

In chapter 2 we have been interested in the result of a computation only in case the derivation was
finite. However, there are cases where the computation is infinite, but the generated sequence of most
general unifiers still makes sense.
Consider for example the sequence of Fibonacci numbers (Fn)::°=o=

= F1 = 1

F0

,

We can write this sequence as an infinite list, such that the n-th atom of the list is the n-th
Fibonacci-number:

F

= 1.1.2.3.5.8.13.

···

For the list F we have the following fixpoint equation:
0.0.F

+

I .F

=F.

With this in mind we can write a logic program that computes F.
First we formalize addition of infinite lists by the following Hom clause:
(i): lsum (a.x,b.y,c.z) -E- sum (a,b,c) /\ lsum (x,y,z).
where "lsum (x,y,z)" means "the (finite or infinite) list z is the sum of the (finite or infinite) lists x and
y", and "sum (a,b,c)" means "a + b = c". The fixpoint equation for the list of Fibonacci-numbers
can be formalized by the Hom clause:
(ii): -E- lsum (0.0.f, l.f,f).
Clause (i) and (ii), together with an appropriate definition of sum yields an infinite computation which
generates successive approximations of the list of Fibonacci-numbers:

Lf1
l. Lf2
l. l.2.f3

etc.
Every Fibonacci number will eventually be produced by the computation.
In the sequel of this chapter we fix some finite logic program P. Let A be the alphabet of P and C,
F resp. R the collection of constants, function symbols and relation symbols of A. Moreover we
adopt the definitions of chapter 2.1.
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Let HU be the collection of all terms over the alphabet A. Let U be a constant not in A. Define
HU' as the collection of all terms over the alphabet AU {U}. and the cut an:HU~HU' at height n,

n ;;;;i:o inductively as follows:
ao(t) =

n

for

vt

E HU

t

J (an(t1), .. ,an(tk))

<X.n +1(t) = {

iftEC
if t = J (t1> .. ,tk)

We tum HU into a metric space with distanced where

0
d(t,t') = {

if t =t'

i-m if m =inf{ n I <X.n(t):#=an(t')}

The completed Herbrand universe HU is defined as the completion of HU with respect to d. We can
consider HU as the collection of all finite and infinite terms over the alphabet AU {U}. Similarly the
completed Herbrand base HB is defined as the completion of HB with respect to the distance d,
where for a=R(t1> .. ,tk), a'=R'(t'1>···t'1) E HB:
1
d(a,a') = { V2min{ d(t;,t';)

I l:o;;;;;i:o;;;;;k}

if R:#=R'
if R =R'

Note that HU and HB are compact, because P is finite.
A continuous Herbrand interpretation i~closed subset of HB. A continuous Herbrand interpretation l induces an interpreting structure (HU,*), where
1. if c EC then c • = c;
2. if/EFk-ary thenf(tJ, .. ,tk} = f(t1> .. ,tk);
3. if r ER k-ary then r • = { (tJ, .. ,tk) I r(t 1'··,tk) El }
When {.ff, tt} is equipped with the topo~ { 0, {ff}, {ff,tt} }, then the map which assigns to a
(finite or infinite) atom its truth value in (HU,.*) is continuous.
An infinite derivation A from c is an infinite sequence {g;)l°=o such that
1. g 0 =<c,id,m> where m=index(c);
2. g;-1~g;, i;;;;iol.
If A=(g;)i°=o is an infinite derivation then a I k is the finite derivation a I k =(g;)~ =0· a I k is the initial segment of A of length k. The set [A(a)] computed by the infinite derivation A from an atom a is
defined by [A(a)]= n f=o [A I k(a)]. Since HB is compact this set is never empty.

(4.1) DEFINITION Let A=(~)k E 1 be a derivation. We define the function/)' from the atoms of the
goals gk, k El to the integers and the function l) from {gk I k El } to the integers. If
go=(/\:=I a;,id,m) then we define l)'(a;)=O, }:o;;;;;i:o;;;;;s. If ~~~+ 1 by resolution of the atom aj,
jE{l, .. ,s} in gk against a 0 '~a 1 ' /\ .. /\a,' then we define /)'(a/)=l)'(aj)+l, l:o;;;;;i:o;;;;;r. If
gk =(f\: = 1 a;,r/J,n) then we define l)(gk)=min{ /)'(a;) I 1:o;;;;;i :o;;;;;s} with the convention min(0)= oo.
We call A fair up to q, (q;;;;i=O) if l)(gk)=q for some k El. Note that every successful derivation is a
fair one.
(4.2) DEFINITION The collection <?f(HB) of closed subsets of HB is defined by <?f(HB) =
{ l (: HB I l closed }. The transformation 5 associated with the logic program P is defined by
5(1) = {a E HB I ao'~a 1 ' f\ .. /\as' E P; CJ E SUBST; CJ(ao')=a; CJ(a1'), .. , CJ(as') El}.
(4.3) PROPOSITION 5:

<?f(HB)~<?f(HB)

is well defined.

PROOF Let l E GJ(HB) and (a;)l°=o a Cauchy sequence in 5(1). Since P is finite we can assume
without loss of generality the existence of a clause a 0 ' ~a 1 f\ .. /\as' in P and of a sequence (CJ;)i°=o in
SUBST such that dom(CJ;) (: var(a 0 ', •• ,a/), a;=CJ;(a 0') and CJ;(a 1 '), •• , CJ;(a/)El, i;;;;i:O.
By compactness of HB there exist a subsequence (CJ;.)f=o and CJ E SUBST such that CJ;.(x) ~ CJ(x)

,.
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and. for each x E var(a 0 ', •• ,a/). Put a =o(ao'). Then we have o(a;') E /, I ..;,.i ..;,.s, because I is
closed. Thus a E '5(/). Moreover a;~a, since o;, (ao')~ o(a 0 '). D
(4.4) PROPOSITION (i). <!t(HB) ordered by inclusion is a complete lattice.
(ii). '5: C?t(HB) ~ <?f (HB) is monotonic.

PROOF (i). If { I~ I ~ E E } is a subset of <ft (HB), take U ~EE: I€ as its least upper bound.
(ii). Straightforward from the definition of '5. D
(4.5) PROPOSITION <?f(HB) ordered by reversed inclusion is a complete lattice.

PROOF Take HB as bottom and if { /€
n €EE:/€ of HB as the least upperbound. D
(4.6) PROPOSITION '5: <?f(HB)

~

I ~EE

}. is a subset of <?f(HB), take the closed subset

<?f(HB) is continuous (with respect to reversed inclusion).

PROOF The monotonicity of '5 is ~ straightforward from the definition. Hence it is sufficient to
prove: for each chain (In):=o in <?f(HB) we have n :=o '5(/n) <;;;;, '5(n :=o In)·
So let (In):=o in <?f(HB) and x E n :=o '5(/n). For each n;;;;.O there exists a clause a<n) E P such that
x E '5(/n) via a<n>. Since P is finite and (/n):=o is a chain we can assume without loss of generality
that there exists a clause a EP such that x E '5(/n) via a, for all n;;;;.O. Say a=(a 0 ~a 1 /\ .. /\as)·
Hence for each n;;;;.O there exists On E SUBST such that dom(on)<;;;;,var(a 0 , .. ,an), x =on(a 0 ) and
On(a1), .. , On(as) E In_·_
By compactness of HB there exists a convergent subsequence (onJk°=o of (on):=o· Let o denote the
limit of (on.)k=O· Clearly we have o(ao)=x. Since on.(a;)~o(a;), k~oo for I ..;,.i..;,.s we have o(a;) E
n k=O In, = n :=o In, }..;,.i..;,.s. But then x E '5(n :=o In). D

(4.7) COROLLARY n :=o '5n(HB) is the greatest fixpoint of '5, (with respect to inclusion).

PROOF In general we have n :=o '5n(HB) ;;;? gfp('5); by the above proposition n :=o '5n(HB) is a
fixpoint of '5. Hence n :=o '5n(HB) is the greatest fixpoint of '5. D
(4.8) LE~ Let a be an atom and A=(g;)f=o a derivation from a and fair up to q. Then
[A(a)] <;;;;, '5q(HB).

PROOF By induction on q. Case q = 0: trivial.
Case q + I ~q: Let A= (g; )f=O be a derivation from a, fair up to q + I with product of unifiers cp. Let
ao' ~a 1' /\ .. /\as' E P 1 and 0 E SUBST such that g 0 ~g 1 via a 0 ' ~a 1' /\ .. /\as' and mgu 0.
If s=O, then clearly [A(a)] <;;;;, '5q+ 1(HB), because O(a)=O(a 0 ') and cp=O. So assume s;;;;.I. Because
there exists a finite derivation from O(a/), fair u..EJo q with product of unifiers cpj, we conclude from
the induction hypothesis that [cpj(O(a/))] <;;;;, '5q(HB), 1..;,.j..;,.s. Thus [cp(a/)] <;;;;, '5q(HB), since [cp(a/)]
1
<;;;;, [cpj(O(a/))], 1..;,.j..;,.s. So [A(a)] = [cp(a)] = [cp(a 0 ')] <;;;;, '5q+ (HB). D
(4.9) LEMMA Let a be an atom. Then:
[a]n'5q(HB) <;;;;, U{ [A(a)] I A finite and fair up to q}
PROOF By induction on q. Case q =0: trivial.
Case q+ l~q: Let a be an atom and a'E[a]n'5q+ 1(HB). Let o1 ESUBST such that o1(a)=a'. Let
ao~a1 /\ .. /\as E P and 02 ESUBST such that 02(ao)=a' and 02(a 1), •• , o2(as) E '5q(HB). Without
loss of generality s ;;;;. I. Assume a is of index m. Let a 0 ' ~a 1 ' /\ .. /\as' the variant of
ao~a1 /\ .. /\as in Pm+I· Let oESUBST such that o(a)=a', o(a 0 ')=a' and o(a 1'), .. ,o(as') E
'5q(HB).

By the induction hypothesis, there exists a finite derivation from o(a;') fair up to q, I ,,;;;;. i ,,;;;;. s. So
there exists a finite derivation from /\~ o(a;') fair up to q. Let O=mgu(o(a),ao'), which exists since
o(o(a))=o(a 0 '). By the rectangle lemma there also exists a finite derivation from /\1 O(a;') fair up to
q. Hence there exists a finite derivation A from o(a) fair up to q +I. Again by the rectangle lemma,
there exists a finite derivation A' from a, fair up to q+ I such that [A(o(a))] <;;;;, [A'(a)]. Then a'=o(a)
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E {.o(a)} = [A(o(a))] C [A'(a)] and A' is finite and fair up to q + 1. 0
(4.10) THEOREM Let a be an atom. Then: [a)ngffe(5) =

u { [A(a)] I a fair from a}.

PROOF "C": Let a' E [a)ngffe(5). Then a' E [a]n5q(HB), so by lemma (4.9) there exists a finite
derivation Aq from a, fair up to q such that a' E[A(a)], for each q;;a.O. Note that without loss of generality Aq can be assumed to be leftmost.
Define Eq, q;;a.O as the collection of all derivations A from a, exactly fair up to q, with left-right computation rule such that a'E[A(a)]. Every Eq is finite and non-empty, q;;a.O and for each element of
Eq+I there exists an element of Eq, which is an initial segment. By Konig's lemma there exists a
infinite derivation fl from a, which is fair. Moreover a'E n
[Aq(a)] C [fl(a)].
II-;;) 11 • Let a' E [A(a)], where a is a fair derivation from a. Let flq be an initial segment of a that is
fair up to q, q;;a.O. Then a' E [Aq(a)] because ~a)] C [flq(a)], q;;a.O. So a' E [a]n5q(HB) by
lemma (4.8), for each q;;a.O. a'E[a] n n ;=o5q(HB). Hence [fl(a)] c [a]ngffe(5). 0

;=o

(4.11) DEFINITION Let a be an infinite atom. We call a computable at infinity, if there exist a.finite
atom a' and a fair derivation a such that l/Jn(a')~a, k~oo, where l/Jn is the result of a I n·
In the above situation we have [fl(a')]={a}. Moreover if [fl(a')]={a} for some
a', then a is computable at infinity.

a and finite atom

(4.12) THEOREM (i): Let a be an infinite atom. If a is computable at infinity, then a E gffe(5). (ii):
For the program p(f(x))~p(f(x)) we have p(f(f( ... ))) E [p(f(f( ...)))] n gffe(5), but p(f(f( ...))) is not computable at infinity. 0
Part (i) of theorem (4.12) establish the soundness of infinite fair derivations: since gffe(5) satisfies
5(gffe(5)) C gffe(5), it induces a model of P. In this model each root of an infinite fair derivation is
valid. Part (ii) of the theorem states that we cannot hope for a completeness result (in this setting).
In general, not every infinite atom in gffe(5) is the root of an infinite and fair derivation.
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EPII,OG

Four articles form the basis of our paper. First, Stepwise development of operational and denotational semantics for Prolog by Jones and Mycroft, [26]. Besides their ideas we have taken over their
notation. Second, we have used the report of Shapiro about a subset of Concurrent Prolog, [44] to
describe Concurrent Prolog in chapter 3. Third, from the article of De Bakker c.s.,[9] we have the
notion of transition systems. Finally, chapter 4 is in essence "On the interpretation of infinite computations in logic programming" by Nait Abdallah, [39].
In chapter 2 we constructed a framework of derivations. In this framework we are able to treat
renamings in more detail than Apt and Van Emden [l], Van Emden and Kowalski [23], or Lloyd [35].
Moreover we give more proofs. New is the denotational semantics of logic programming, with the use
of sets of answer substitutions as domain.
In chapter 3 we extended the ideas of chapter 2 to multisets with the use of a transition system. We
give full proof of the equivalence of the operational and denotational semantics of a subset of Prolog.
Also new is the operational model of Concurrent Prolog.
In chapter 4 we worked out Nait Abdallah, [39] chapter 4 of Lloyd [35] in detail. We have eliminated
all the topology.
Some directions for further research:
Adding to logic programming the possibility to change the set of clauses during execution time, (e.g.
Prolog's assert and retract).
Denotational semantics for Concurrent Prolog.
Denotational semantics for logic programming with infinite computations.
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